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Block copolymer template-assembly of quantum dots and plasmonic 

nanostructures is developed to provide a well-controlled platform to study the electronic 

coupling and Fӧrster resonance energy transfer (FRET) between quantum dots (QDs), as 

well as the influence of surface plasmons on energy transfer. By fine-tuning the aspect 

ratio of the geometric features of PS-b-PMMA copolymer template, QDs are assembled 

into an array of QD clusters within nanoscopic holes on the template using capillary force 

assembly. Coupled QD clusters, termed quantum dot molecules (QDMs), are assembled 

in an array to probe the local coupling within QD molecules when the native insulating 

ligands are exchanged with shorter ligands. From absorption measurement of 1
st
 exciton 

peak position of PbSe QDMs upon ligand exchange, a larger red-shift is found for QDMs 

than for a close packed film of PbSe QDs with the same ligand exchange, demonstrating 

localized electronic coupling of these QD molecules. Template-assembly of nanoparticles 

is further generalized to uniformly couple QDs clusters with plasmonic nanodisks of 

noble metals. Using PS nanospheres as reactive ion etch mask, Au nanodisks are 

fabricated on CdSe/ZnS core shell QD clusters, separated by a tunable space layer of 

PMMA. This highly controllable surface plasmon-coupled QD system minimizes the 
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uncertainty in interfacial homogeneity, characterized by cross sectional scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM). Photoluminescence (PL) peak ratio of donor to acceptor emission 

and donor lifetime measurements show strong evidence of surface plasmon coupled 

energy transfer between donor-acceptor QDs, which depends on the position of the 

surface plasmon peaks as well as the separation between plasmonic structure and FRET 

QD clusters. The result suggests that a larger overlap of surface plasmon peak with the 

emission peak of acceptor leads to greater decrease in PL lifetime of donor. Donor 

lifetime decreases dramatically in the presence of both acceptor and surface plasmon 

compared to just in the presence of surface plasmon. Coupling between plasmonic 

nanodisks and QD clusters also decreases and results in longer donor lifetime as the 

thickness of PMMA separation layer increases.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction on quantum dots and their interaction with 

plasmonic nanoparticles 

 

1.1 Physical properties of quantum dots and plasmonic nanoparticles 

1.1.1 Quantum dots 

Semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) have generated enormous research interest in 

the past decades due to their novel electronic and optical properties.  The physical size of 

semiconductor NCs is order of magnitude larger than individual molecules but still far 

from size of bulk semiconductors. The electronic structure of semiconductor NCs, though 

distinct from either individual molecules or bulk semiconductors, bears resemblance to 

the discrete molecular orbital theory of individual molecule as well as the band theory of 

bulk semiconductors. It provides the platform to bridge our understanding of how bulk 

properties of materials emerged from their properties on the atomic or molecular level.
[1]

 

Semiconductor nanocrystals can be classified into two broad categories: epitaxial 

semiconductor nanocrystals and colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals. Epitaxial 

semiconductor nanocrystals are nanometer sized crystals grown on a crystalline substrate 

with matching crystalline structure, and typically they are made of Group III and V 

elements (Ga, In, P, As) that form the traditional semiconducting materials, as shown in 

figure 1.1B. Colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals, otherwise known as quantum dots 

(QDs), are nanometer-sized crystallites typically synthesized in solutions and contain 

some forms of surface passivation with organic or inorganic layer to stabilize these QDs 



 2 

in solution. The most characterized QD systems consist of Group II (Cd, Zn) or IV (Pb) 

with VI elements (S, Se, Te) but QDs from IV elements (Si, Ge) have also been studied. 

QDs have been regarded as artificial atoms due to their discrete electronic energy levels 

near band edges; such electronic structure can be considered as in between the discrete 

energy levels of molecular orbitals and the band structures of bulk semiconductors. 

Figure 1.1 illustrates the typical electronic structure of molecule, semiconductor 

nanocrystals, and bulk semiconductors. 

 

Figure 1.1 a) Electronic structure of molecule, semiconductor nanocrystals, and bulk 

semiconductors. b) Schematic showing the structures of colloidal quantum 

dots and epitaxial quantum dot. c) Absorption and fluorescence spectra 

demonstrating the size tunable electronic structure of CdSe nanocrystals. 

Reprinted with permission from ref [1]. Copyright 2009, American 

Chemical Society. 
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When a ground state electron of QDs is excited by a photon to an energy level in 

the conduction band and leaves a hole behind in the valence band, it forms what is called 

an exciton, an electrostatically bound electron-hole pair.  The most dominant effect on 

the electronic properties of QDs is the quantum confinement of exciton wavefunction 

imposed by the physical size of QDs. A QD is considered to be quantum confined when 

the physical size of the QD is smaller than its exciton Bohr radius, a quantity that 

characterizes the size of the exciton wavefunction. Common size of QDs ranges from a 

few nanometers to tens of nanometers. The Bohr radius of QDs can be more than a 

hundred nm depending on the composition.
[1]

 Quantum confinement introduces a 

confinement energy that widens the energy gap between the valence and conduction 

band. The degree of confinement is directly related to the size of QDs given the same 

composition of materials, which results in size-tunable electronic and optical properties 

for QDs. One clear demonstration of the size-tunability of QDs is changing the 

absorption and emission spectra of Cadmium Selenide (CdSe) QDs across the entire 

visible range of the electromagnetic(EM) spectrum by changing the diameter of CdSe 

QDs.
[2]

 Figure 1.1C shows the absorption and fluorescence spectra for CdSe QDs ranging 

from 1.8nm to 20nm.  

Due to its small size QDs have higher proportion of atoms on the surface than 

bulk materials. Therefore, the chemical environment on surface of QDs plays an 

important role in determining the properties of QDs. Atoms on the surface of QD are not 

able to satisfy their full valency compared to atoms in the core, resulting in “dangling 

bonds” on the surface of QDs. Dangling bonds and defects in the crystalline structure on 
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surface of QDs produce energy states within the energy gap between valence and 

conduction bands. These surface states can trap electrons or holes as they relax to their 

ground states and lead to reduced photoluminescence or carrier mobility.
[3]

 To eliminate 

these surface states, an inorganic shell of a different material was grown over the core 

QD to form a core-shell QD.
[4][5]

 Based on the size of the band gap of the core and shell 

materials, core-shell QDs are classified into type I or II QDs. For type I core-shell QDs, 

the band gap of the shell material is higher than the core material, resulting in a 

confinement of the excitons in the core because of the energy barrier. This core 

confinement increases quantum efficiency because electron-hole recombination becomes 

more likely as both are confined in the core. For type II core-shell QDs, the conduction 

band edge of the shell material has lower energy than that of the core material. An 

excited electron from the core is transferred to a lower energy state of the shell while the 

hole remains in the core. As a result, emission from the QD is red-shifted and the spatial 

separation of electron and hole leads to a longer recombination time. 

Colloidal QDs are not stable against aggregation with each other because surface 

energy is reduced as a result of smaller QDs aggregating to form bigger nanoparticles. To 

prevent aggregation, surface of QDs are typically passivated during synthesis with long-

chain organic ligand with a functional group that can bind to the surface of QDs. The 

long organic chains are distributed over the surface of QDs and provide the steric 

hindrance against aggregation. The organic layer increases the closest distance QDs can 

approach each other and most organic chains are insulating. Ligand exchange from a long 
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insulating ligand to a shorter ligand allows for stronger interaction between QDs and 

lowers the barrier for charge transfer between QDs. 

1.1.2 Plasmonic nanoparticles 

Plasmonic nanoparticles (NPs) are made of noble metals (Au, Ag) and exhibit 

localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). LSPR is the collective oscillation of free 

electrons in the metal NPs under the influence of an oscillating electromagnetic (EM) 

field.
[6]

 The oscillating electrons also generate electromagnetic field with same frequency 

as incident EM field near the surface of the NPs, which constitutes an elastic scattering of 

incident EM field. Light can also be absorbed by metal NPs. Absorption leads to an 

excited electron-hole pair either through intra-band transition, e.g. conduction band, or 

inter-band transition e.g. between conduction band and d-bands. The extinction of light 

by either absorption or scattering can be described by the Mie theory.
[7]

 For a metal 

nanospheres with particle radius R much larger than incident light with wavelength λ, the 

extinction cross section in the quasi-static and dipole limit is given by
[8]

: 

     
        

   

 

  

            
  

where εr and εi are the real and imaginary part of the frequency-dependent dielectric 

function of nanospheres and εm are the dielectric constant of the surrounding medium. In 

the nanometer scale, LSPR of NPs typically is found in the optical and near IR range of 

the EM spectrum, depending on the shape and the composition of noble metals. However, 

the physical size of the metal NPs can be much smaller than the wavelength of their 
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LSPR. This property of LSPR from NPs breaks the diffraction limit of light by localizing 

EM field down to the size of the metal NPs, which could be as small as just a few 

nanometers. EM field not only can be localized but concentrated on certain area of the 

NPs, particularly region with small surface area. This effect of concentrating a portion of 

the incident EM wave by the LSPR on the surface of plasmonic NPs is called field 

enhancement  

In addition to the localized surface plasmons, the oscillation of free electrons of 

noble metal can also be travelling through the medium, which is known as the 

propagating surface plasmon resonance (SPR). It occurs in medium like nanowire or film 

where SPR can travel along the length of the wire or can propagate across the surface of 

the film. A large variety of size and shape of plasmonic NPs have been made and 

studied
[9][10][11]

 to gain a better understanding of how size and shape affect surface 

plasmon. 

1.2 Applications of quantum dots and plasmonic nanoparticles 

1.2.1 Biological applications 

Because of the size tunable band gap and high quantum yield of QDs, the 

electronic and optical properties of QDs have found many applications in bio-labeling 

and biosensing. As a label, QDs can reveal the location of a specific biological species 

that has been tagged under a fluorescence microscope
[12]

, or conduct in vivo imaging of 

targeted cancerous cells.
[13]

 QDs have advantages over other fluorophores in having 

higher photostability and the surface of QDs can readily be functionalized with biological 
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moieties like DNAs or peptides. QDs as a biosensor can also be used to detect binding 

events
[14][15]

 or enzyme activity with proteins
[16]

 in biological systems via Fӧrster 

resonance energy transfer (FRET). The idea is to tag the two species involved, one with 

donor and one with acceptor fluorophores. As a biological event like the conjugation of 

biotin-streptavidin happens, the attached donor and acceptor will be brought in close 

proximity and excitation can be transferred from donor to acceptor nonradiatively, 

quenching emission from the donor QDs. Evidence of FRET can be measured using both 

intensity and lifetime, as FRET will lead to a shorter donor lifetime. 

Plasmonic NPs have also found a large variety of applications in labeling, 

detection and photothermal therapy. The scattering of white light from surface plasmon 

of metal NPs can be strong enough to serve as a biomarker that does not suffer from 

photobleaching in dark field illumination.
[17]

 Metal NPs with different surface plasmon 

peaks will show up with different color in a dark background. Similar to QDs, plasmonic 

NPs can also be functionalized with DNA, antibody, or enzymes to specifically target 

certain biological species.
[18]

 LSPR of Au NPs can be converted to heat via electron-

electron and electron-phonon couplings. Small Au NPs functionalized with antibodies are 

used to target cancer cell and provide local heating to specifically destroy cancer cell.
[19]

 

The Au NPs are exposed to illumination with strong spectral overlap with the absorption 

of the Au NPs, such as a laser source. Other shapes of Au NPs like nanorods have been 

employed to tune the resonance frequency maximum to the Near IR region, which is the 

more transparent spectral region for biological tissues than visible light. The spectral 

position of surface plasmon peak of metal NPs are dependent on the dielectric 
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environment surrounding the metal NPs.
[20]

 A change in the dielectric environment 

causes a spectral shift of the surface plasmon resonance. The binding of different 

biological molecules on surface of metal NPs functionalized with binding sites causes a 

change in the dielectric environment and produce a shift of the surface plasmon peak, 

making metal NPs a sensitive biosensor particularly in dark field illumination. 

Local field enhancement from metal NPs has revolutionized Raman scattering 

measurement, leading to a widely popular spectroscopic technique known as Surface 

Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS).
[21][22]

 SERS relies on the presence of hotspots near 

surface of metal NPs, which are areas with concentrated electric (E) field as a result of 

surface plasmon resonance. Usually hotspots are created in confined regions of metal 

NPs, such as the tip of triangles, rods, or the junction of dimers. Both the incident light 

and Raman signals are amplified by E field from surface plasmon, and single molecule 

detection has been demonstrated at the junction of Ag NPs.
[23][24]

 

1.2.2 Light harvesting and optoelectronic applications 

 The brightness and size tunability of QD emission makes QDs a prominent 

candidate as light emitting diodes (LEDs). QDs can be employed as the direct light 

emitting medium or supplement existing LED technology. Currently, a common way to 

make white LEDs is to combine blue Indium Gallium Nitride (InGaN) LEDs with a 

yellow phosphor. It has been demonstrated that red and green QDs can be combined with 

the blue LED to form white QD-LED
[25]

.  
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Figure 1.2 a) Light intensity (solid) and brightness (hatched) of phosphor-LED (grey) and 

QD-LED (blue). Inset: color triangles of phosphor-LED (yellow) and QD-

LED (white). b) display image of a 46inch LCD TV with white QD-LED 

backlights (inset). Reprinted with permission from ref [25]. Copyright 2010, 

John Wiley and Sons. 

The advantages of using QDs over phosphor are the stability and narrow spectral 

emission of QDs compared with phosphor. Figure 1.2a shows the narrower red, green, 

and blue emission intensity from QD-LED (blue solid line) comparing with the broader 

intensity peaks from phosphor-LED (black solid line). The white QD-LED can be 

incorporated into existing LCD display to produce a broader color gamut than phosphor 

based LEDs, which comes from the narrow spectral emission of red and green QDs. 

Figure 1.2b demonstrates the incorporation of white QD-LED as backlight with existing 

LCD display technology. Complete QD-based electroluminescence is also explored in the 

area of display technology to generate the three primary colors, red, green, and blue, for a 

complete QD based color display
[26]

. Instead of using the blue light from solid state LEDs 

as the source of excitation for red and green QDs, all three of the colors would be 

generated by QDs with the corresponding emission as electrons and holes are injected 
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and radiatively recombine. Such structure holds the promise to fabricate displays with 

higher color purity, higher stability on flat as well as on flexible substrate. Dense films of 

QDs have been used as the active material in field effect transistor (FET) to study and 

optimize carrier mobilities within this QD solid film
[27][28]

, which is vital for the 

development of total QD-based LED. 

Several properties of QDs make them a promising material for next-generation 

photovoltaics, in particular to break the Shockley-Queisser limit
[29]

 for single junction 

solar cell. This theoretical limit on efficiency of single p-n junction solar cell is about 

30% at band gap of 1.1eV. QDs have been employed in photovoltaics as QD-sensitized 

solar cell with TiO2 nanoparticles, hybrid solar cell involving QDs and organic 

semiconductor, or semiconductor heterojunction solar cell. QDs have high absorption 

cross section, a wide and tunable absorption range, and greater resistance to 

photodegradation than organic molecules
[30]

. In addition, utilizing higher energy photons 

from the solar spectrum, multiple exctions can be generated from a single photon to boost 

power conversion efficiency of QD solar cell. Multiple exciton generation
[31]

 (MEG) is 

an Auger-type process that converts an exciton with higher energy into two or more 

excitons with lower energy, thus boosting the power conversion efficiency of the solar 

cell. Figure 1.3 shows the relaxation pathways of a highly excited electron through a) 

generation of phonons, or lattice vibration of QD and b) generation of another exciton. 

The exciton multiplication process is also known as impact ionization. 
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Figure 1.3 a) phonon-assisted relaxation of an excited electron. b) multiplication of 

exciton through an Auger-type process known as impact ionization. 

Reprinted with permission from ref [1]. Copyright 2009, American 

Chemical Society. 

Without MEG, an electron excited high above the 1
st
 exciton level will quickly 

thermalize and lose its energy to the QD lattice as it relaxes to a lower energy excited 

state. MEG is a process that can capture this energy that would otherwise be lost. 

Combining plasmonic nanoparticles with QDs in a solar cell, it is possible to increase 

light absorption through the surface plasmons of metal nanoparticles. The local field 

enhancement effect can also help direct energy to QDs when they are placed near the 

metal nanoparticles. Being a conductor, metal nanoparticles can also play a direct role in 

charge extraction and transport. All these properties make QDs and plasmonic 

nanoparticles attractive materials for fabricating solar cell. 
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1.3 Synthesis of colloidal quantum dots and plasmonic nanoparticles 

1.3.1 Colloidal quantum dots 

Synthesis of colloidal QDs generally follows the kinetics of rapid nucleation, then 

slow and uniform growth in a high temperature solution.
[32]

 Nucleation is controlled such 

that it only happens once in the beginning stage, so all the QD nuclei would experience 

similar growth rate as reagents are added. Nucleation can be initiated when reagents are 

rapidly injected into a hot coordinating solvent containing the organometallic precursor 

and stabilizing ligand. The solution becomes supersaturated with reagents and nucleation 

is initiated, which rapidly decreases the concentration of reagents below the critical 

concentration for nucleation. The QD nuclei are allowed to grow as reagents are 

consumed but no further nucleation event would happen. Solution is cooled to stop QD 

growth when the desired growth time is reached. A solvent miscible with the QD solution 

but interacts unfavorably with the ligand-capped QDs is added to induce flocculation of 

QDs, and the resulting QD precipitate is collected by centrifugation and decanting of the 

solution. The collected QD solid is redispersed in solution, and the precipitation and re-

dispersion process is repeated a few times to remove unreacted reagents and purify the 

sample. This hot injection method has become the standard method to synthesize QD 

with narrow size distribution. An alternative synthetic approach involves properly 

controlling the temperature of the solution to induce nucleation and to control growth of 

QD nuclei. All the reagents are mixed in a solution at temperature low enough such that 

there is no appreciable reaction. The solution is then heated up to reach critical reagent 
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concentrations for nucleation, and the temperature is set such that the rate at which 

reagents are consumed is less than or equal to the rate at which the nuclei grows. This 

prevents new nuclei from forming when most of the reagents consumed are directed 

towards the growth of existing nuclei. A phenomenon known as Ostwald ripening also 

affects the growth process of QDs. Ostwald ripening is the dissolution of smaller QDs 

and their re-deposition to larger QDs. The process is driven by an overall decrease of 

surface energy as smaller QDs have higher surface energy. The average QD size 

increases while the number of QDs decreases during Ostwald ripening. 

The growth of QD size is primarily controlled by the growth time, but other 

factors like growth temperature, size and affinity of stabilizing ligand to QDs, and ratio of 

reagents to stabilizing ligand. A higher ligand to reagent ratio produces nuclei with 

smaller diameter and a smaller averaged QD size. Ligands with strong affinity to QD 

surface slow down the deposition of reagents on QD surface, and thus lower the growth 

rate of QDs. For example, ligands with carboxylate group like oleate (OA) have higher 

affinity to Pb or Cd atoms on QD surface then ligands with alkylphosphine group like 

trioctylphosphine (TOP). The steric hindrance imposed by the size of ligands would also 

inhibit addition of reagents to QD surface, i.e. trioctylphosphine with the bulkier octyl 

groups provides more steric hindrance than the smaller butyl groups on 

tributylphosphine. 
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1.3.2 Plasmonic nanoparticles 

While colloidal QDs are synthesized with bottom-up approach, plasmonic NPs 

can be synthesized with both bottom-up and top-down approaches. Bottom-up 

approaches generally provide more uniform surface and produce NPs with lower 

averaged size. Top-down approaches allow the fabrication of highly-ordered periodic 

array of NPs and the size and shape of NPs can be controlled through different 

lithographic masks. It is beyond the scope of this introduction to cover all the methods 

that have been developed, either bottom-up or top down. Only certain well-developed 

methods are covered to give a broad survey given the large variety of plasmonic NPs that 

have been developed. Common bottom up methods involve the reduction of noble metal 

precursors by organic reducing agent in the presence of stabilizing ligands. A classic 

example is the reduction of Chloroauric acid, HAuCl4, by sodium citrate in boiling 

aqueous solution
[33][34]

. Usually another stabilizing agent is needed to prevent 

agglomeration of Au NPs but citrate ions also act as a stabilizing agent in this case. There 

are many other bottom-up methods developed to synthesize Au NPs with different 

surface ligands. The Brust-Schiffrin method
[35]

 uses the strong affinity of thiol group (-

SH) in alkylthiols to Au as the stabilizing agent in a bi-phasic reduction of Au precursors. 

Many other thiol-functionalized molecules, DNA, and polymers had been used as the 

stabilizing ligands. Amphiphilic systems like microemulsions, micelles, or reverse 

micelles, are also used to create a microenvironment to capture Au ions from the aqueous 

phase to form Au NPs in the organic phase
[36-38]

. Metal NPs can also be synthesized in 
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various biological systems
[39]

 like bacteria, fungi, yeasts, algae, and viruses when they are 

exposed to the proper environment containing the metal precursors.  

In the top-down approach, various lithographic techniques have been used to 

create ordered array of metal nanowires or NPs with different size and shape. Nanosphere 

lithography (NSL)
[21]

 utilizes a close packed layer of nanospheres as a lift off mask. 

Typically the close packed layer is formed by spin-coating on the target substrate a 

solution containing polystyrene (PS) nanospheres with the appropriate concentration of 

surfactants. The surfactant is used to improve wetting between the aqueous solution and 

substrate. Noble metals are then deposited on the substrate containing the nanospheres 

layer. The hexagonally close packed layer contains gaps between the nanospheres and 

metal is deposited on the substrate through these gaps while most metal is deposited on 

the nanospheres. The PS nanospheres are subsequently dissolved by sonication in 

dichloromethane (CH2Cl2). By using a more concentrated PS nanospheres solution, a 

double layer close packed film of PS nanospheres can be formed on the substrate to 

create a different periodic array of NPs using the same technique. PS nanospheres have 

also been used as an etch mask to create nanodisks
[10]

 or nanorings
[9]

. Instead of a close 

packed film, PS nanospheres can be deposited with spacing between each other with the 

aid of polyelectrolyte layers. To create nanorings, PS nanospheres are first deposited, 

followed by metal deposition on the substrate, except for area that is in direct contact 

with the nanospheres. The substrate is argon ion etched and all the deposited metal is 

etched away except for metal on the area shadowed by PS nanospheres, forming an array 

of nanorings. To form nanodisks, metal is deposited on substrate first, followed by PS 
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spheres as argon etch mask. Only area shadowed by PS spheres remains after argon etch, 

forming an array of nanodisks. Figure 1.4 shows the SEM images of array of nanodisks 

and nanorings fabricated using PS spheres as mask. 

 

Figure 1.4 a) SEM images of gold nanorings. Top view of b) gold nanodisks and c) 

nanorings. Reprinted with permission from ref [9]. Copyright 2003, 

American Physical Society. 
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Template-based fabrication
[40]

 is another general category of top down approach. 

Nanorods or nanowires are often electrochemically deposited within the pores of 

anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) template, which contains hexagonal array of hollow 

cylindrical pores. Using this approach, nanowires with segments containing different 

metals can be made. On wire lithography
[41]

 (OWL) is a technique built upon the 

electrochemically deposited nanowire to create gap structure on nanowires. Sacrificial 

layer is deposited as a segment along the nanowire within the AAO template. The 

nanowires are then removed from the template and put on a substrate, after which a 

backing material is deposited on top side of the nanowires. The sacrificial layer is etched 

away to form the gap. The backing material holds the disjointed nanowire segments 

together with gaps size defined by thickness of sacrificial layer. 

1.4 Previous work on the assembly of quantum dots and their interaction with 

plasmonic nanoparticles 

1.4.1 Assembly of quantum dot films and superlattices 

With the advancement of QD synthesis, highly monodisperse QDs can be 

synthesized relatively easily. Using these monodisperse QDs as building blocks, higher 

order nanostructure can be assembled in multiple length scale, much like the way atoms 

can be assembled into molecules and crystalline solids. On a flat substrate or at the air-

liquid interface, close packed films of QD are formed through a combination of intrinsic 

attractive van der Waals force between QDs and proper balance of surface energy 

between QDs and the surface in contact. A common way to form a close packed QD film 
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is using a Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) trough.
[42][43]

 A non-miscible organic solvent 

containing QDs is dispersed on the aqueous surface of the LB trough. As the organic 

solvent evaporates, the surfactant-capped QDs remain close to the air-water interface to 

minimize unfavorable interaction between the non-polar tails and the aqueous phase. A 

barrier is moved across the aqueous surface to apply pressure to the QDs and they are 

compressed into a close packed monolayer film. A substrate is mechanically dipped into 

the aqueous solution and the monolayer is deposited on the substrate as it is withdrawn 

from the aqueous surface under constant surface pressure applied by the barrier. Other 

commonly used methods to form QD thin film on a substrate involve spin-coating or dip-

coating substrate into a QD solution with the proper concentration. Thin film of QDs is a 

model system to study optoelectronic properties of coupled QDs. To increase inter-QD 

electronic interaction, one can remove or replace the long and insulating capping 

molecules by shorter or conjugated ones, but this approach leads to formation of QD 

clusters with random size distribution and cracks within the QD film
[44]

. While exchange 

to shorter ligands can improve electronic coupling between QDs and carrier transport of 

QD film, formation of trap states from QD surface defects and cracks within the QD film 

provide their own limitations to carrier transport across the QD film. 

The self assembly of CdSe QDs into three dimensional superlattices is 

demonstrated through controlled evaporation of a mixed solvent system.
[45]

 One 

component of the mixed solvent system does not interact favorably with QDs. In a typical 

assembly, CdSe QDs capped with trioctylphosphine chalcogenide are dispersed in a 90% 

octane and 10% octanol mixture at 80
o
C and pressure is slowly reduced to control the 
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evaporation of the mixture. As the more volatile component, octane evaporates faster 

than octanol. The composition of the solvent mixture becomes more octanol rich and 

induces nucleation of QDs to minimize unfavorable interaction. The monodisperse QDs 

self-organize into a face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice. 

 

Figure 1.5 HRTEM images and ED patterns (inset) showing different orientation of the 

QD superlattice showing the characteristic a) (111) plane, b) (101) plane, 

and c) (100) plane of the fcc lattice. Reprinted with permission from ref 

[45]. Copyright 1995, AAAS. 

 Illumination with polarized light with crossed polarizer under an optical 

microscope shows the expected features of a crystal such as depolarized luminescence 

and scattering from grain boundaries. High resolution transmission electron microscope 

(HRTEM) reveals the actual morphology of the QD superlattice, and electron diffraction 

(ED) measurement reveals the characteristic diffraction patterns of (100), (101) and (111) 

planes (figure 1.5) as found in a fcc lattice, confirming the crystalline nature of these QD 

superlattices. More complex superlattices have also been formed using binary 

nanoparticle system with opposite charges
[46]

 and different sizes
[47][48]

. Au NPs 

functionalized with negatively charged carboxylate group and Ag NPs functionalized 

with positively charged tetramethylammonium group self-assemble into a diamond like 
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superlattice due to electrostatic interaction between the NPs. Binary NP systems 

containing Fe2O3, Au, Pd, PbS, or PbSe NPs with various sizes have demonstrated self 

assembly into even more complex superlattices. 

1.4.2 Fabrication and properties of quantum dots molecules 

Analogous to the formation of molecules from atoms, QDs as artificial atoms 

have also been assembled into quantum dot molecules (QDMs) with different inter-QD 

coupling
[49]

. Alivisatos and co-workers
[50][51]

 have synthesized QDMs with epitaxially 

grown inorganic interconnections at linear or branched junctions. Some examples of 

these QDMs are CdSe tetrapods, branched rods and branched tetrapods with 

CdS/CdSe/CdTe segments. Metal and magnetic NPs with inorganic connections are also 

synthesized to build more complex nanostructure
[52]

. An interesting property from the 

tetrapods consisting of a CdSe core and CdS arms is the formation of a higher energy 

emissive state with electron and hole being spatially confined at the arms and core 

respectively
[53]

. However, bonding between QDs in these QDMs is very specific to the 

system itself and cannot be easily generalized to other kinds of nanoparticles. A more 

general approach is to spatially arrange QDs into clusters with controlled size and 

morphology. Using a template to assemble QDs into small clusters has demonstrated to 

be a promising and broadly applicable strategy to assemble QDMs. Cui et al.
[54]

 used 

templates with lithographically defined patterns and capillary force to assemble NPs with 

defined cluster size and location. Arrays of holes, trenches, with defined position and 

orientation have been fabricated on a polymer resist through electron beam lithography 
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(EBL), and 50 nm diameter Au and 60nm Ag nanoparticles are successfully assembled 

only in the predefined holes or trenches. It becomes more difficult to assemble ordered 

structure within the patterns as particle size decreases to 8nm and even 2nm.  

 

 

Figure 1.6 Schematic showing the direction of capillary force exerted on nanoparticle 

based on contact angle between solvent front and substrate as solvent 

evaporates. In the presence of a geometric feature on substrate (hole), 

capillary force can assemble NP into the hole.    

In capillary force assembly, a substrate is dipped into a solution containing the 

NPs to be assembled and is withdrawn with controlled velocity. Capillary force assembly 

utilizes the capillary force that a NP experiences as it approaches the interface where 

solvent, substrate, and air meet, an interface known as the three-phase contact line. As the 

contact line moves across the substrate, NPs at the contact line are trapped and become 
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immobile when the solvent evaporates. The solvent evaporation exerts a capillary force 

pushing the NPs onto the substrate, and the direction of the force exerted depends on the 

contact angle of the solvent with the substrate. When the substrate contains geometric 

features like holes or trenches, capillary force from solvent evaporation pushes the NPs 

into these geometric features, provided that the NPs are not interacting strongly and being 

mobilized on other areas of the substrate.  

Overall, EBL is not an efficient way to fabricate wafer scale substrates with 

geometric features less than 20nm. An ideal system to fabricate wafer-scale substrates 

with dense arrays of holes in the range of 20nm in diameter is block copolymer thin film. 

Within a block copolymer chain, there are two sub-chains, each containing its own 

monomer units. These two sub-chains form the two blocks of the entire polymer chain 

and the two blocks are joined covalently. A well-characterized block copolymer system is 

polystyrene-block-polymethylmethacrylate (PS-b-PMMA)
[55-59]

, which form well-

organized, nano-sized domains with a variety of morphology based on the volume ratio 

of the PS block to the PMMA block. Typically a solution with block copolymer dissolved 

is spin-coated on a substrate and the substrate is thermally annealed at a temperature 

above the block copolymer’s glass transition temperature, which allows the polymer 

chains to phase separate and self assemble into nano-sized domains.  Using PS-b-PMMA 

block copolymer with around 70% volume of PS, Misner
[60]

 et al. formed PMMA 

cylinders within a PS matrix. The PMMA cylinders can be etched away by UV and 

remove with acetic acid to generate a template with nanoscopic holes of around 20nm in 

diameter. The nanoporous template is dipped into a very dilute heptane solution with 5nm 
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CdSe QDs. There is evidence of QDs filling the holes but the filling is sparse and random 

across the surface of the template. Figure 1.7 shows the deposition result using various 

concentrations of 5nm CdSe QD solution. 

 

Figure 1.7 SEM images of 5nm CdSe QDs deposited in PS-b-PMMA template at 

different concentrations using capillary force assembly. a) 65 µg/mL, b) 130 

µg/mL, c) 240 µg/mL, and d) 130 µg/mL with lower withdrawal speed. 

Reprinted with permission from ref [60]. Copyright 2003, John Wiley and 

Sons. 
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1.4.3 Plasmonic effects on photoluminescence of quantum dots 

The photoluminescent properties of QDs can be strongly modified in the presence 

of surface plasmons from metal nanoparticles. In general, the coupling of QDs with 

surface plasmon is dominated by two effects – local field enhancement from local surface 

plasmon resonance (LSPR) and non-radiative energy transfer (NRET) from QDs to metal 

nanoparticles. In the photoluminescence (PL) process, local field enhancement can 

enhance both the excitation and emission light intensity
[61]

. Enhanced excitation leads to 

a higher excitation rate for QDs when field enhancement is present. Surface plasmon can 

also enhance the spectral region of the QD emission that is in resonance with the surface 

plasmon peak. An excited QD can also transfer energy to metal nanoparticles via NRET, 

which leads to quenching of PL intensity and significant decrease of total lifetime of 

excitons when NRET becomes the major decay process of excitons. NRET to metal 

nanoparticle provides another non-radiative decay channel for QD excitons but it does 

not alter the intrinsic radiative rate of QD emission. However, the radiative decay rate 

could be altered by what is known as the Purcell effect
[62]

, caused by the increase in local 

density of states of electromagnetic modes due to presence of metal NPs. The influence 

of field enhancement and quenching on QDs depend on the degree of coupling between 

QDs and metal NPs. Several parameters such as the distance between QDs and metal NPs 

and the spectral overlap between QDs and surface plasmon can be changed to control the 

degree of coupling and therefore the extent of field enhancement and quenching from 

NRET. Many studies have been conducted to understand how varying the spectral 

position of surface plasmon and separation distance affect the PL intensity and lifetime of 
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QDs. However, the result from these studies is not consistent with each other, which 

could be caused by the variation in the plasmonic nanostructure under investigation and 

sample inhomogeneity. An earlier report from Komarala et al.
[63]

 showed that there is not 

a significant decrease in lifetime for 556nm emission of CdTe QDs in resonance with 

surface plasmon peak from a layer of Au NPs. Subsequent study from same authors
[64]

 

showed a significant quenching effect, calculated from decrease in lifetime, when 

emission of QDs and surface plasmon are in resonance. However, there are some general 

trends that are concluded from both studies. CdTe QDs with emission red-shifted from 

surface plasmon peak of Au NPs layer show significant reduction in lifetime from tens of 

nanoseconds to a few nanoseconds. There is also a strong dependence of PL intensity 

enhancement on separation distance between QDs layers and Au NP layer. Quenching 

effect dominates in short separation and levels off as separation increases. There is an 

optimal separation that maximizes PL intensity with the two opposite dependence of field 

enhancement and quenching on separation. The inconsistency in some of the 

experimental results, complicated by the variety of plasmonic nanostructures and QDs 

studied in the literature, motivated Ratchford et al.
[65]

 to conduct separation dependence 

study with a single QD near a single Au NP. This model system eliminates complexity 

that could come from sample inhomogeneity and complex plasmonic nanostructure. It 

provides a good reference point to interpret experimental results from other studies with 

related plasmonic nanostructure.  
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Figure 1.8 a) Ensemble optical spectra: Au NP extinction spectrum (black), QD PL 

spectrum (red), and excitation laser wavelength (green). b) AFM image of a 

QD and Au NPs with a white arrow denoting the path of the Au NP. 

Emission trajectories and corresponding PL decays are shown for c, d) the 

QD alone, e, f) the QD near the Au NP, and g, h) the QD after Au NP was 

pushed away. In all emission trajectories, 50 ms time bins are used, red lines 

denote threshold cutoffs, and AFM images (250 nm by 250 nm) of the 

structures are shown as insets. Reprinted with permission from ref [65]. 

Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society. 

As shown in figure 1.8, with an atomic force microscope (AFM), the position of a 

single QD of ~4nm in diameter and Au NP of ~35nm in diameter are imaged. Using 

AFM nanomanipulation, Au NP could be brought close or away from a QD reversibly. A 

confocal microscope equipped with a spectrograph and an avalanche photodiode (APD) 

coupled to the AFM could simultaneously measure the PL intensity and lifetime of QD as 

an Au NP is brought close to the QD. Local field enhancement leads to increased 

excitation rate of QD, which decreases with increasing separation between QD and Au 

NP. This effect alone would have led to increase in PL intensity. However, at short 

distance, NRET from QD to metal, which decreases the total lifetime and PL intensity, is 

the dominant process and offsets the gain in intensity from increased excitation. At longer 
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distance, NRET becomes much less dominant and PL intensity can be enhanced 

compared to bare QD, despite decrease in excitation rate with distance. PL lifetime 

decreases monotonically with decreasing separation, while PL intensity increased and 

then decreased with decreasing separation. 

1.4.4 Plasmonic effects on energy transfer between quantum dots 

Energy transfer can occur between two QDs when they are in close proximity to 

each other. The process is known as Fӧrster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) and is 

particularly efficient when the emission peak of the donor overlaps strongly with the 

absorption peak of the acceptor. A parameter that characterizes the effective range of 

FRET is called the Fӧrster radius (Ro), the distance at which transfer efficiency is at 50% 

with the dipole-dipole coupling mechanism. For QDs, Ro is typically only a few 

nanometers. Coupling of surface plasmon with a FRET donor-acceptor pair has shown to 

increase Ro of the system in a study conducted by Lunz et al.
[66]

, which includes a layer 

of donor QDs and a layer of acceptor QDs with a layer of Au NPs in between. The 

distance between donor and acceptor QDs is made large enough such that there was no 

FRET in a sample containing only donor and acceptor QD layers. With the insertion of a 

layer of Au NPs in between donor and acceptor QD layers maintained at the same 

separation distance, FRET is observed through the decrease of donor emission and 

increase of acceptor emission relative to the donor-acceptor bi-layer sample. There is a 

small decrease in donor decay lifetime from 0.53ns to 0.49ns for donors coupled to Au 

NPs only compared with donors coupled to Au NPs and acceptors QD.   
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Though many studies have been devoted to FRET or surface plasmon coupled 

fluorescence, there are relative few studies on surface plasmon coupled FRET and most 

dated back to only a few years ago. In a surface plasmon coupled FRET system, donor, 

acceptor, and the plasmonic structure can all participate in energy transfer. The degree of 

coupling between plasmonic NPs and QDs are influenced by the same parameters like 

spectral overlap and separation distance, as in FRET system or surface plasmon enhanced 

fluorescence. Besides the increase in Ro, surface plasmon coupled FRET can lead to 

further decrease in lifetime of donor QDs. Both FRET and NRET to metal NPs contribute 

to decrease in lifetime of donor QDs, and the facilitation of FRET by surface plasmon 

can lead to a even greater decrease in lifetime than just the sum of the two effects. Su et 

al.
[67]

 conducted a study on plasmonic influence of Ag NPs on a donor/acceptor QD 

system. A mixed donor/acceptor QD film is deposited on fused silica substrate and Ag 

NPs with variable thickness of silica shell are deposited on top of the mixed QD film. 

The authors observed a moderate increase in donor intensity and a dramatic increase in 

acceptor intensity when Ag NPs are present. For the PL lifetime measurement, a bi-

exponential fit is used for the decay lifetime of sample with Ag NPs. The fast component 

shows strong separation dependence while the slow component shows little separation 

dependence. The authors attributed intrinsic radiative lifetime and NRET to metal to the 

slow component and Ag NP enhanced FRET to the fast component. However, the 

assignment of NRET to metal to the slow component is not consistent with results 

obtained from other studies
[65][66]

 that show fast NRET from QD to metal NPs, in 

comparison with the intrinsic radiative decay rate. 
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To investigate selectively the plasmonic influence just on donor or just on 

acceptors in a FRET system, Ozel et al.
[68]

 developed a multi-layer system consisted of 

CdTe donors,  CdTe acceptors, and Au NPs, with variable layer order and separation 

distance between each layer. A layer of Au NPs is deposited on glass substrate, followed 

by polyelectrolyte bilayers of positively charged poly(diallyldimethylammoniumchloride) 

(PDDA) and negatively charged poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS). In this tri-layer system of 

donors, acceptors, and Au NPs, by selectively depositing donor QDs or acceptor QDs as 

the immediate layer after the Au NP layers, a plasmon-donor coupled (pD-A) or 

plasmon-acceptor coupled (pA-D) FRET system is made respectively. Figure 1.9 b) and 

c) show the plasmon-donor coupled (pD-A) and plasmon-acceptor coupled (pA-D) FRET 

systems respectively. 

 

Figure 1.9 a) Layered architectures of a) FRET, represented as D-A b) plasmon coupled 

FRET  with plasmon coupling only to the donor QDs (pD-A), and c) 

complementary plasmon coupled FRET with plasmon coupling only to the 

acceptor QDs (pA-D). d) PL spectrum of the QDs given with the optical 

absorption spectrum of the acceptor QDs and (inset) PL spectra of both of 

the QDs given with the absorption spectrum of the Au NP film. Reprinted 

with permission from ref [68]. Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. 
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With the pD-A system, donors can either transfer energy to Au NPs via NRET or 

to acceptors via FRET. With the pA-D system, donor can only transfer energy to acceptor 

via FRET but there is no coupling between donors and Au NPs. With a multi-exponential 

fit, the amplitude averaged PL lifetime of donor decreases from 1.33ns to 0.62ns when 

only FRET to acceptor is present. Plasmonic influence on donor without FRET to 

acceptor decreases the lifetime from 1.33ns to 0.51ns. The lifetime of donor decreased 

down to 0.29ns when donors are coupled to both Au NPs and acceptors. However, in the 

case of pA-D system in which donors were not coupled to Au NPs but only to acceptors 

via FRET, the lifetime of donors was 0.67ns, which was very similar to the lifetime of 

donor (0.62ns) measured in a bilayers system of just donor and acceptor layers. This 

study demonstrates the order of surface plasmon coupling with donors (pD-A) or 

acceptors (pA-D) can make a significant difference in the optical properties of a surface 

plasmon coupled FRET system. 

Using a similar tri-layer system, Zhang el al.
[69]

 varied the thickness of the 

polyelectrolyte layer in between donor, acceptor, and Au NP layers to study the 

dependence of energy transfer rate, efficiency, and enhancement of acceptor emission on 

separation distance between each layer. The tri-layer structure consists of CdTe QD 

acceptor layer on fused silica substrate, followed by Au NP layer and CdTe QD donor 

layer on top. Similar to the study mentioned above, the authors demonstrated plasmon 

coupled FRET in enhanced acceptor emission and reduced lifetime of donor when they 

compared the PL intensity and lifetime measurements of FRET only, plasmon only, and 

plasmon coupled FRET systems. In addition, two distance dependent measurements are 
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conducted. One is keeping the separation between donor and Au NP layers constant while 

varying the separation between Au NP and acceptor layers; the other one is the opposite 

by varying only the separation between Au NP and donor layers. It is concluded that the 

coupling between Au NPs and donors is more dominant than that of Au NPs and 

acceptors, based on the higher sensitivity of energy transfer efficiency on separation 

between donor and Au NPs as well as greater increase in effective Fӧrster radius when 

Au NPs are brought close to donors than when Au NPs are brought close to acceptors. 

The distance dependence of energy transfer efficiency of plasmon coupled FRET show 

the same d
-4

 dependence as in traditional FRET theory and the enhancement is expressed 

in the effective Fӧrster radius term. 
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Chapter 2: Instrumentation for fabrication, structural characterization, 

and optical spectroscopy 

2.1 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a very versatile technique to characterize the 

topography of a surface. AFM falls under the general category of scanning probe 

microscopy (SPM), which includes scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and many 

other variations that utilize a scanning probe to measure mechanical, electrical, or 

magnetic properties of a surface. AFM is especially useful for topographic imaging of 

non-conductive surface, which is generally not possible to image using STM since the 

technique relies on the tunneling current between STM tip and sample surface. AFM was 

first developed by Binnig and co-workers
[70]

 in 1986 and much progress has been made in 

imaging resolution and the information that could be extracted from the AFM tip-sample 

interaction. Figure 2.1 shows the general concept of how morphology can be scanned 

with AFM. An AFM probe is attached to the scan head of an AFM and the probe is 

scanned across the surface line by line during imaging. An AFM probe consists of a 

flexible cantilever and a sharp tip at the end. Typically AFM probes are made of silicon 

(Si) or silicon nitride (Si3N4). The top of the cantilever can be coated with aluminum or 

gold for increased reflectivity. The diameter of the apex of the tip can range from a few 

nanometers to tens of nanometers. A laser beam is directed to the top of the cantilever, 

which reflects the beam to a four quadrant photodetector. The photodetector is able to 

distinguish how far the laser is off centered by comparing the laser beam intensity 

measured at each quadrant; when the laser beam is hitting the center of the photodetector, 
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each quadrant has equal laser intensity. How far the beam is off-centered is measured by 

a quantity called deflection. Movement of cantilever will move the position of the laser 

beam spot on the photodetector. As the tip is scanned across the sample surface line by 

line, the photodetector tracks the deflection of the cantilever as the tip responds to surface 

features of the sample.  

 

Figure 2.1 Schematics showing how surface morphology is scanned by an AFM tip based 

on change in the position of cantilever detected by the photodetector.  

Based on the distance between the AFM tip and sample surface during imaging, 

AFM topographical imaging can be categories into contact mode, intermittent contact 

mode (tapping mode), or non-contact mode
[71]

. In contact mode, the tip is brought in 

contact with the sample surface as it moves across the surface. Height variation on the 
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surface will cause the cantilever to bend upward, and the force between tip and surface is 

repulsive. Two feedback mechanisms can be used in contact mode in response to height 

variation on sample surface. In constant force mode, the piezoelement that controls the 

height of the tip will change the height of the tip in response to the deflection of the tip. 

In constant height mode, the feedback mechanism of piezoelement is off and the 

deflection is plotted as topography as the tip is kept at a constant height. Contact mode is 

more suited for imaging hard and flat surface like metal or inorganic materials. In contact 

mode, the tip would also wear off more easily and lose resolution.  

In intermittent contact or tapping mode, the AFM tip is driven to oscillate at a 

certain frequency and amplitude and comes in and out of contact with the surface during 

the cycle of oscillation. Figure 2.2 shows a force-distance curve that describes the 

interaction of tip and surface as a function of separation distance. Repulsion force rises 

up quickly as distance becomes small, corresponding to the tip pressing against the 

sample surface, caused by Pauli electron repulsion at the atomic level. This is the distance 

range in which contact mode operates. Intermittent mode operates at the distance range 

that involves both repulsive and attractive force. In the simplest case, the attractive force 

between tip and surface comes from van der Waals interactions between tip and surface 

as they are brought close to each other. Long range attractive force like electrostatic force 

and other surface forces like hydrophilic/hydrophobic forces can come into play 

depending on the nature of the tip and the surface.  
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Figure 2.2 Force-distance curve between AFM tip and surface. Attractive Van der Waals 

force between tip and sample takes effect as they are brought close. Electron 

repulsion begins to increase and dominate as the distance decreases further. 

Reprinted with permission from ref [2]. Copyright 2009, Elsevier. 

In tapping mode, the oscillation of the tip is dampened by its interaction with the 

surface, and the oscillation amplitude will change. The height of the tip is adjusted to 

maintain the amplitude at a value known as the set point as the tip encounters different 

topographical features of the surface. This is known as amplitude modulation AFM (AM-

AFM) The height adjustment is used to construct a topographic map as the tip scans 

across the surface. Typically the cantilevers used for tapping mode in ambient 

environment need to have higher spring constant than those used in contact mode to 

overcome the capillary force that exists between tip and adsorbed water molecules on 

surface. The mechanical and surface properties of the sample will cause the actual 
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oscillation frequency be different from the driving frequency. This is reflected in the 

change of the phase of the oscillation. The changed in phase signal can be used to 

construct a phase image along with the topographical image in tapping mode. It is more 

difficult to give physical interpretation of the variation observed in phase images, but it is 

correlated with mechanical property like local rigidity. 

 

Figure 2.3 AFM topography image (tapping mode) showing three layers of Lead Selenide 

(PbSe) QD (5nm dia.) deposited on a fluorinated silicon substrate. 

In non-contact mode, the oscillating tip never comes in contact with the sample 

surface as it is oscillating at small amplitude. The tip and surface interact through long-
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range attractive forces like van der Waals (VDWs) forces. The height of the tip is 

adjusted based on changes in oscillation frequency of the tip as it interacts with surface 

features. This is known as frequency modulation AFM (FM-AFM).  The presence of 

water molecules and other contaminants on surface in ambient environment can introduce 

other forces that strongly interfere with the VDWs forces between tip and sample surface. 

Capillary force can also cause the tip to stick to the sample surface given that the 

oscillation amplitude is small in non-contact mode. Because VDW force is short-range, 

non contact mode can achieve higher resolution than contact or tapping mode. Typically 

non-contact mode AFM is done in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber and a suitable 

surface can be imaged with atomic resolution under UHV using non-contact mode AFM. 

There are many other imaging modes developed to probe beyond just topography of a 

surface. Friction force microscopy (FFM)
[72]

 measures lateral force variation and deduce 

information of the local friction on the sample surface. Electric force microscopy 

(EFM)
[73]

 and magnetic force microscopy (MFM)
[74]

 use conductive and magnetized 

AFM tips respectively to probe and image surface charges or magnetic domains of a 

sample. Kelvin probe microscopy (KFM)
[75]

 is a popular technique to measure contact 

potential between two surfaces, which is related to their respective work functions. 

2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

Conventional optical microscopy has a diffraction limit on image resolution based 

on the numerical aperture and wavelength of light, in the range of a few hundred 

nanometers. High energy electron has a de Broglie wavelength less than an angstrom and 
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therefore electron microscope can achieve much greater resolution than conventional 

optical microscope. SEM utilizes an electron beam focused with electron optics to 

interact with samples and collects the scattered electrons with electron detector. Figure 

2.4 describes the basic components of an SEM. The electron gun
[76]

 is the source of 

electron beam. There are three kinds of electron gun: thermionic, Schottky field emission, 

and cold field emission. Electrons need to be overcome the work function of the material 

in order for electron emission to occur. Thermal energy is supplied in thermionic 

emission to overcome the work function. Strong electric field can lower the energetic 

barrier to a point where electrons can tunnel out and be accelerated by the strong electric 

field. Schottky field emission utilizes both heat and electric field, while cold field 

emission uses only electric field. The brightness of cold field emission is order of 

magnitude higher than the other types of emission guns but also requires a much higher 

vacuum.  
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Figure 2.4 Schematic showing the basic components of an SEM 

Accelerated electron beam passes through a series of condenser lens to focus the 

electron beam. Electron optics manipulates electrons through magnetic field. The 

aperture and objective lens control the spot size of electron beam and convergence angle 

of electron beam, which influence the final resolution and the depth of focus on the 

sample. As the electron beam (primary electrons) interacts with the sample, it can 

generate secondary electrons (SE) or backscattered electrons (BSE). Primary electrons 

are deflected more strongly by the nucleus than the electron cloud from the sample. 
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Primary electrons that go through a series of collisions with nuclei from sample could be 

backscattered into the direction it comes and collected by a BSE detector. Because BSE 

primary come from interaction with nuclei, images constructed with BSE are particularly 

good for samples with heavy atomic nuclei or with large mass contrast. Secondary 

electrons are electrons ejected from the sample due to collision with primary electrons. 

They are collected by the SE detector to form an SEM image. SE has smaller escape 

depth since generally it possess less energy than BSE. When the primary electrons excite 

a core electron of an atom from the sample, the relaxation of that core electron generates 

X-ray with wavelength characteristic to the identity of that atom. Energy dispersive 

spectroscopy (EDS) is an elemental analysis technique that measures the X-ray emitted 

from the sample to map out the chemical composition near surface of the sample.  

2.3 Attenuated Total Reflection – Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR-

FTIR) 

Attenuated total reflection-Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) 

utilizes an ATR waveguide to enhance the signal in a conventional FTIR spectrometer to 

measure absorption spectrum of a sample. A Michelson Interferometer
[77]

 is used to 

generate an interferogram. An interferometer consists of a beam splitter that sends one 

beam to a fixed mirror and one beam to a moving mirror. The two beams are combined to 

form an interferogram, which contains information on the entire spectral range. The 

signal from the interferogram pass through the sample and is Fourier transformed to give 
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intensity over the measured spectral range. The advantage of using FTIR is that the entire 

spectral range is measured from one interferogram.  

 

Figure 2.5 Schematic showing a monolayer of quantum dots deposited on the surface of 

an ATR waveguide polished with 45
o
 bevels. Light entering from one side 

goes through a series of total internal reflections before exiting the 

waveguide and collected by the detector. 

Sample is deposited on the surface of the ATR waveguide, which usually has the 

shape of a trapezoid or a parallelogram with 45
o
 bevels on both sides. The ATR 

waveguide is made of material with high refractive index, typically a semiconductor, so 

that the critical angle for total internal reflection can be small at the interface. Light 

entering the waveguide with an angle higher than the critical angle will undergo total 

internal reflection along the length of the waveguide, as shown in figure 2.5. At the 

interface between sample and waveguide, small amount of light intensity can exist 

outside of the boundary of the waveguide as evanescent wave, which drops off very 

quickly as distance from waveguide increases. The evanescent wave is particularly suited 

for probing thin layer of sample on the waveguide. The ATR waveguide geometry allows 

multiple reflections of the incident light before it is collected, thus increasing the amount 
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of signal compared with a reflectance setup that only allows one reflection off of the 

sample. With the matching light source and detectors, spectral range from far-IR to Near 

IR can be measured. A Mercury Cadmium Telluride (MCT) detector is good for mid-IR 

and most of near IR range. Silicon detector is good for near IR to visible range. 

2.4 Steady State Photoluminescence and Time Correlated Single Photon Counting 

(TCSPC) 

When a fluorophore is excited with radiation, it can emit light at a lower energy 

after some vibrational relaxation. A fluorimeter has an excitation source to excite the 

sample and measure the emission. For steady state photoluminescence, the typical 

excitation source is a xenon arc lamp, which provides high and fairly uniform intensity 

over the entire visible range. A monochromator is used to choose the excitation 

wavelength and a slit is used to control the light intensity arriving at the sample. Incident 

light is directed away from the detector after passing through the sample. An exit 

monochromator picks out the wavelength collected by the detector, which could be a 

photodiode or a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The exit monochromator scans the entire 

spectral range of interest to obtain the photoluminescence spectrum. Some fluorimeter is 

equipped with a reference detector to monitor fluctuation in incident light intensity and 

the measured spectrum is scaled according to the fluctuation to provide more accurate 

measurement. For time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC), the same basic 

fluorimeter setup can be used with the addition of a few components. In TCSPC, the light 

source is typically a pulsed laser diode. Fluorescence decay generally ranges from micro 
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to nanoseconds, and the laser pulse has to have shorter duration than the decay process in 

order for the decay dynamics to be distinguishable. The laser pulse has a pulse shape in 

the time domain that is convoluted with the emission of the sample, which interferes with 

the counting result. Usually signal is collected with a non-emitting scattering agent to 

form what is known as the instrument response function (IRF). It includes the pulse shape 

of the laser pulse as well as any effect the optics of the instrument has on the measured 

signal. Signal needs to be de-convoluted with the IRF to obtain the true signal from 

emission. The incident laser pulse is synced with the photon counting unit of the 

instrument. Exit monochromator is usually set at the emission maximum of the sample. 

Because of the small light output intensity, a PMT is used as the detector to register each 

photon. PMT operates based on the photoelectric effect, in which one photon can 

generate one photoelectron. High voltage is applied to multiple the number of electrons to 

achieve a measurable signal from a single photon.  

 The PL lifetime decay curve is constructed by a statistical counting of the number 

of photons arriving at a certain time after the initial excitation. A time range of interest is 

binned and the number of photons are counted and added in each time bin. The result is a 

decay curve that reflects the dynamics of the radiative decay process. Typically 

exponential fit is used to fit the decay curve to obtain a decay lifetime. It might be 

necessarily to use a multi-exponential fit if there are several decay processes going on 

from the sample.  
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2.5 Inductively Coupled Plasma-Reactive Ion Etching (ICP-RIE) 

Inductively coupled plasma-reactive ion etching is a dry etching technique that 

utilizes high energy plasma to etch different materials based on the processing gas used to 

generate the plasma. It is commonly employed in electronic processing to etch away 

different oxides, metals, or semiconducting materials. A variety of processing gases could 

be used in ICP-RIE to generate plasma: O2, Ar, CF4, SF6, C4F8, etc. In ICP-RIE, plasma 

is generated in the presence of a changing magnetic field in the RF frequency, which 

induces an electric field that circulate the plasma in the plane parallel to the capacitive 

coupled plasma (CCP) plates. The CCP plates provide the forward power to drive ions to 

sample surface.
[78]

 Figure 2.6 shows the schematic of an ICP-RIE system. 

  

Figure 2.6 Schematic showing cross sectional view of an ICP-RIE system. Reprinted with 

permission from ref [9]. Copyrights 2010, CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 license. 
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The ICP-RIE system can have two separate chambers, one for the generation of 

ICP, and the other one for the CCP generator to apply forward power. This allows 

processing parameters such as ion density and bias voltage to be independently 

controlled. Parameters that could be tuned in a typical etching process the ICP generation 

power, forward power, processing gas flow rate, processing pressure, etch time, etc. In 

some system the stage is equipped to cool sample to cryogenic temperature through 

cooling from liquid helium. In most cases, etching anisotropy is desired when there are 

two or more distinct materials presented on the sample. Etching anisotropy describes how 

selective an etch process is towards a particular material. Oxygen plasma has high etch 

rate for organic materials like photoresists or polymer films because surface is being 

oxidized as well as bombarded by high energy ions. Argon and SF6 etch away material by 

sputtering from their higher atomic mass. A combination of SF6 and C4F8, known as the 

Bosch process, is commonly used to etch silicon. SF6 is the etching gas and C4F8 is the 

passivation gas as it both reacts with Si to form volatile compounds and forms a Teflon-

like film on the silicon surface. A repeated cycle of passivation and etching can 

selectively etch away silicon from sample surface. Sample can heat up during etching and 

it can lead to inconsistent etching or structural damage of sample due to thermal 

expansion. 
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Chapter 3: Fabrication of quantum dot molecules and plasmonic 

nanostructures 

 

3.1 Assembly of quantum dot molecules using block polymer template 

3.1.1 Hydrophilic attraction between QDs and hydrophilic domains from amphiphilic 

diblock copolymer PS-b-PHEMA  

Amphiphilic diblock copolymer contains two distinct segments on the polymer 

chain. The two segments are made of monomer units that are hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic respectively. Hydrophilic interactions including polar-polar attraction and 

hydrogen bonding are employed in chromatography to separate the more polar molecules 

from an organic mobile phase as they interact with a hydrophilic stationary phase.
[79]

 The 

same principle of hydrophilic attraction is explored here to assemble QD molecules 

coated with hydrophilic ligands on the hydrophilic domains of an amphiphilic diblock 

copolymer thin film. Poly(styrene-block-2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate),  PS-b-PHEMA, 

contains the hydrophobic PS block and the hydrophilic PHMEA block, which do not mix 

well with each other due to the unfavorable interaction between PS and PHMEA.  PS-b-

PHEMA with low polydispersity was purchased from Polymer Source, Inc. and 1 wt. % 

solution of PS-b-PHEMA in chloroform was spin coated on piranha cleaned silicon wafer 

at approximately 4000rpm. PS-b-PHEMA with a volume of 4:1 (PS:PHEMA) was used 

in order to generate PHEMA cylinders within a PS matrix.  
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Figure 3.1 Molecular structure of PS-b-PHEMA. 

PSPHEMA polymer chains were randomly mixed on as spun film and solvent 

annealing was used to order the PHEMA block into hexagonally organized cylinders. 

Annealing time, relative humidity (RH), and annealing solvent were the three parameters 

adjusted to optimize the morphology after annealing. As spun PS-b-PHEMA film was 

placed on a glass Petri dish inside a glass desiccator. At the bottom of the desiccator was 

the annealing solvent, which exposed PS-b-PHEMA film to only the vapor of the 

annealing solvent. Mixtures of chloroform and dimethylformamide (DMF) at various 

volume ratios were used to optimize annealing. The sealed desiccator was placed inside a 

customized humidity box, and the relative humidity was controlled by flowing in N2 gas 

bubbled through a water reservoir. Figure 3.2a and b show the photo of the actual 

humidity box and a schematic showing the flow of humidified N2 gas respectively. The 

chloroform vapor interacts more favorably with the PS block while DMF is the selective 

solvent for PHEMA. The vapor of the chloroform/DMF mixture solubilizes the 

copolymer chain, and the evaporation of the chloroform/DMF mixture provides a 

directional field that orients the domains perpendicular to the substrate. This is because 

solvent evaporation begins from the surface of the film and spreads into the film. If the 
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solvent vapor is only selective to one block, then the preferred block will tend to re-orient 

on the surface of the polymer film parallel to the substrate, hence a mixture of chloroform 

and DMF is used. For solvent annealing, the domain formation happens during the 

evaporation. Therefore the atmosphere surrounding the film during evaporation will also 

affect the final morphology. Water molecule interacts more favorably with the PHEMA 

block since it contains hydroxyl (-OH) group. The proper amount of humidity can 

promote the perpendicular orientation of PHMEA domains. The desiccator is opened 

slowly to slow down evaporation of solvent so that there is enough time for orientation of 

polymer chain to happen. The annealing results under various conditions of annealing 

solvent, RH, and annealing time are shown in figure 3.3. The dark spots in the AFM 

images correspond to PHEMA domains, the minority block, within a PS matrix (bright 

area) when it is aligned perpendicular to the substrate. The PHEMA cylinders are 

approximately 25nm in diameter. 
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Figure 3.2 a) Photo of humidity box. b) Schematic showing how N2 gas flows into 

humidity box to control humidity.  

Based on the result from figure 3.3, the optimized condition is annealing PS-b-

PHEMA film at a relative humidity of 70% in 1:2 ratio of DMF:chloroform for 14h. 

Humidity higher than 70% leads to merging of the PHEMA cylinders. When the 

annealing solvent has a lower ratio of DMF, the more selective solvent for PHEMA, it 

takes a longer annealing time to orient the PHEMA cylinders.  
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Figure 3.3 AFM topography images of annealed PS-b-PHEMA film under various 

annealing conditions. All scale bars are 400nm. 

The hydroxyl groups on the PHEMA domains make them hydrophilic. The next 

step is preparing hydrophilic Lead Selenide (PbSe) QDs so that the hydrophilic attraction 

can assemble QDs into clusters only on the PHEMA domains.  As-synthesized PbSe QD 

is capped with a hydrophobic ligand oleate (OA), and a ligand exchanged is performed to 

exchange the surface ligands from OA to 2-aminoethanthiol (AET) or 11-

mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA). These two molecules both contain a thiol group that 

could bind strongly to Pb atoms and a polar amino group (AET) or carboxylic acid group 

(MUA) for hydrophilic interaction. The ligand exchanged was performed using a bi-

phasic reaction. Inside a glovebox, 50µL of PbSe (10mg/mL) stock solution in 

chloroform was diluted with 2mL of chloroform. 100 µL of 1M AET in methanol was 
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added, and the mixture was allowed to react for 15minutes. The mixture was removed 

quickly from the glovebox and placed inside a wet glovebox that was constantly under N2 

purge. 1.5mL of degassed DI water was added inside the wet glovebox, forming two 

phases with aqueous phase on top and chloroform at the bottom. Aqueous phase appeared 

to be brown and optically clear, as PbSe QDs capped with the polar ligands were 

dissolved in the aqueous phase. The mixture was centrifuged and the aqueous phase was 

extracted and passed through a 200 µm syringe filter to obtain water soluble PbSe QDs. 

In the case of ligand exchange from OA to MUA, 200µL of PbSe QDs in hexane 

(7mg/mL) was added to 1.0mL of MUA in chloroform (7mg/mL) in the glovebox. The 

solution was allowed to sit for 30 minutes and 1 mL of degassed water was added. A 

NaOH aqueous solution (1.2mg/mL) was added dropwise to the QD mixture until a color 

change happened at the aqueous phase, indicating the transfer of PbSe QDs into the 

aqueous phase. The purification process involved centrifugation, extraction, and syringe 

filter as mentioned above. Excess of ligands molecules was found to be helpful in 

preventing QD aggregation. 

In the first attempt, freshly prepared PbSe-AET QDs solution was used for QD 

deposition on PS-b-PHEMA. The polymer film was submerged in the QD solution for a 

few seconds and the QD solution was exchanged with DI water using a pipet. The 

procedure of submerging in QD solution and then DI water was repeated again. Figure 

3.5 shows the AFM topography images of PbSe-AET deposited on PS-b-PHEMA. The 

left image shows the as prepared sample. The right image shows the same sample after 

further rinsing in DI water. Bright spots represent the PbSe-AET QDs. While it seems 
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like some of the PHEMA (dark spots) are filled with QDs, there is a significant amount 

of bright spots remaining on the matrix. After further rinsing with DI water, less QDs 

remain on the matrix but they cannot be completely removed. 

 

Figure 3.5 AFM images showing (left) PbSe-AET deposited on PS-b-PHEMA film 

(right) same film after rinsing with DI water. Inset on left shows the height 

line scan of one bright spot, indicated with a black line. Height is ~6nm, 

which is closer to diameter of PbSe QD. 

The water soluble PbSe-AET QDs were not fully stable in the aqueous phase. All 

the PbSe-AET QDs precipitated after storing in the wet glovebox for two weeks. PbSe 

QDs with ligand exchange from OA to MUA was expected to be more stable than PbSe-

AET since the longer alkyl chain of MUA could provide a greater steric hindrance 

against QD aggregation. No precipitate was observed for fresh solution of PbSe-MUA 

and the QDs were stable in water for about 3 weeks before showing signs of 

precipitation. Using fresh PbSe-MUA aqueous solution, PbSe-MUA QDs were deposit 

onto PS-b-PHEMA template using drop-casting and dip coating. Both approaches did not 
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lead to selective assembly of QD on PHEMA domains of the film, after more attempts by 

changing withdrawal speed from dip-coating or solution concentration and rate of 

evaporation of QD solutions from drop-casting. One likely reason is that there is not 

enough hydrophilic attraction to retain QDs only on the PHEMA domains as the 

interaction between QDs and PHEMA domains is weak comparing to the strong 

interaction between water and the substrate at the interface. At the three phase contact 

line, which is the interface between water, substrate, and air, the solvent front is pinned at 

the three phase contact line as solvent evaporates.
[80]

 As solvent evaporates, particles 

dissolved in the solvent are driven to the three phase contact line and are immobilized at 

the contact line. When this pinning of the three phase contact line from water on PS-

PHEMA is a stronger drive force than QD-PHEMA attraction, the result is a non-

discriminating deposition of QDs over the surface of PS-PHEMA template. 

One potential way to improve the assembly of PbSe-MUA QDs on hydrophilic 

domains of PS-b-PHEMA is reducing the pining of solvent with a solvent that does not 

interact strongly with PS-PHEMA. However, the morphology of PS-b-PHEMA, even 

after successful solvent annealing, is not stable in the presence of non-aqueous solvent. It 

is observed that the PHEMA domains could be disrupted in a 20% ethanol solution. With 

more non-polar solvent the morphology is disrupted even more. This restricts the QD 

solution to be only aqueous solution, which introduces a strong driving force to 

immobilize particles on the polymer surface independent of the nanodomains of PS-b-

PHEMA. It was concluded that a more robust polymer template and a different 
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mechanism for stronger QDs-nanodomains interaction is needed to achieve the purpose 

of assembling arrays of QD molecules. 

3.1.2 Capillary force assembly of PbSe QDs from aqueous solution on PS-b-PMMA 

template 

Poly(styrene)-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) is a well-

characterized diblock copolymer system
[58,81-83]

 that phase separates uniformly into 

PMMA cylinders in a PS matrix upon thermal annealing above the block copolymer’s 

glass transition temperature. Inspired by a series of studies
[84-87]

 that demonstrated 

controlled assembly of nanoparticles in aqueous solution on templates with geometric 

features, geometric confinement from phase separated PS-b-PMMA polymer film is 

explored here as a method to assemble QD molecules on nanoscopic holes of the 

template. The holes are formed by removing the PMMA cylinders from the film after 

phase separation.  

As the starting points for the templates, a layer of random copolymer of styrene 

and methyl methacrylate (PS-r-PMMA) is spin-coated before PS-b-PMMA copolymer to 

provide an interfacial energy-neutral surface for the PS and PMMA block to microphase 

separate according to their volume ratio. The PS-r-PMMA polymer chain has a hydroxyl 

end that could chemically bond with the native oxide layer on silicon substrate. The spin-

coated PS-r-PMMA film is annealed at 180
o
C for 72h and then rinsed with toluene to 

leave a PS-r-PMMA brush layer. PS-b-PMMA is spin-coated on the brush layer and 

annealed at 180
o
C for 24h. With the volume ratio of ~70% PS used here, the block-
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copolymer thin film forms hexagonally packed vertical cylinders of PMMA in the PS 

matrix, with cylinder diameter tunable in the range of tens of nanometers (14-50nm), 

based on the molecular weight of the PMMA block. Figure 3.6a and b show the 

morphology of PS-b-PMMA film with PS:PMMA molecular weight ratio of 37.5k:18k 

and 68k:33.5k after thermal annealing respectively. The same film is exposed to UV 

irradiation to cross-link the PS block and degrade the PMMA block. The film is then 

washed with acetic acid to rinse away the degraded PMMA in order to form hexagonally 

packed holes within a PS matrix, as shown in figure 3.6c and d. 
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Figure 3.6 AFM topography images of PS-b-PMMA block-co-polymer thin films with 

molecular weight ratios PS:PMMA= 37.5K:18K (left) and 68K:33.5K 

(right), respectively. These images were obtained after spin-coating & 

thermal annealing (a, b), UV cross-linking and chemical etch (c, d), and O2 

plasma etch (e, f). Scale bar = 200 nm. The insets in (e) & (f) show cross 

sectional SEM images (100 nm x100 nm) of the films. Reprinted with 

permission from ref 
[88]

. Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. 
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This PS-b-PMMA template is used to assemble PbSe-MUA QDMs inside the 

holes of the template. A setup similar to the setup described by Wolf and co-

workers
[85][87]

 is used to carry out the assembly of QDs on PS-b-PMMA template, as 

shown in figure 3.7a. The motorized stage can move the substrate at speed ranges from 

0.2µm/s to 1µm/s. The Peltier element controls the substrate temperature. Figure 3.7b 

shows a photo of PbSe-MUA aqueous solution confined between the PS-b-PMMA 

substrate and a fixed slide on top. The contact angle between the solution and the 

substrate is approximately 50
o
. The velocity with which the three phase contact line 

moves across the substrate is controlled by the stage velocity, while the evaporation of 

the solution is controlled by stage temperature. As observed by Wolf and co-workers, 

conditions for successful geometric confinement of nanoparticles are matching velocities 

between contact line movement and solvent front evaporation, as well as a proper width 

to depth aspect ratio of geometric features. Stage temperature determines the solvent 

evaporation rate and therefore how fast the solvent front is moving due to solvent 

evaporation. The stage velocity can be set to match the solvent front velocity. Aspect 

ratio is important since with the interface of water and template, it is energetically more 

costly for water to have greater contact area when the holes are narrow and deep rather 

than wide and shallow. The holes from PS-b-PMMA after acetic acid etching are 

typically around 20nm in diameter and 20-25nm deep. To increase the width to depth 

aspect ratio, oxygen plasma etching is used to widen and also reduce the depth of the 

holes. Figure 3.6e and f show AFM images of 37.5k:18k and 68k:33.5k PS-b-PMMA 
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films after oxygen plasma etching respectively. The holes are significantly widened after 

oxygen plasma etching.  

 

Figure 3.7 a) Schematic of the QD deposition setup. b) Photo of PbSe-MUA QD solution 

confined between a fixed slide and the PS-b-PMMA template on silicon 

substrate. 

Deposition at 1µm/s stage velocity and 23
o
C stage temperature on a template after 

oxygen plasma etching shows macroscopic stripes pattern of concentrated QDs regions, 

this is indicative of significant pinning of the contact line, which leads to a stick-slip 

movement of the solvent front.
[89]

 After oxygen plasma etching, the surface of PS-b-
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PMMA becomes much more hydrophilic, and the water contact angle changes from ~75
o
 

to ~20
o
 before and after oxygen etching. Figure 3.8 shows some representative PbSe-

MUA aqueous phase deposition results on oxygen plasma etched PS-b-PMMA template 

with 1µm/s stage velocity and 23
o
C stage temperature. In an attempt to make the surface 

more hydrophobic, the oxygen plasma etched PS-b-PMMA was treated with N-

hydroxysuccimide (NHS), 1-(3-(dimethylamino)propyl-3-ethylcarbodiimide (EDC), and 

hexylamine to introduce more hydrophobic groups on the surface. The contact angle 

increases from ~20
o
 to ~60

o
, but the deposition result does not show significant 

improvement from untreated PS-b-PMMA template. 

 

Figure 3.8 SEM images showing the stripes pattern formed during deposition of PbSe-

MUA QDs on oxygen plasma etched PS-b-PMMA. 
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3.1.3 Capillary force assembly of PbSe QDs in organic phase on oxygen plasma-etched 

PS-b-PMMA template 

Reproduced with permission from J. Phys. Chem. B 2013, 117, 4582. Copyright 2013 

American Chemical Society 

 

Since pinning of water front at the three phase contact line provides a strong 

driving force to immobilize QDs at the contact line, deposition of PbSe QD in an organic 

solvent is explored here. Long term stability of PbSe-MUA in aqueous solution also 

becomes an issue for subsequent spectroscopic study on the optoelectronic properties of 

PbSe QDs. It is an additional advantage to be able to perform deposition of QDs with 

their native OA ligands, which could be exchanged after deposition into QDMs. PS-b-

PMMA film can withstand organic solvent without significant change in surface 

morphology after PS-b-PMMA film is exposed to 254nm UV light for a long time in an 

inert environment. In the presence of oxygen gas, 254nm UV light generate ozone (O3) 

and atomic oxygen radicals (O·).
[90]

 These two generated species are able to oxidize and 

etch away PS-b-PMMA layer. UV light can cause chain-scission within the PMMA block 

and degrade the PMMA block. The degradation process that the PS block undergoes is 

more complex under UV light, with cross-linking and chain scission happening all at the 

same times.
[58]

 Illuminating PS-b-PMMA film with UV light in an oxygen free 

environment minimizes oxidation of the film so that cross-linking of PS block and chain-

scission of PMMA block can become the dominant photodegradation process in each 

block. UV cross-linking is performed by placing the PS-b-PMMA film just 2 centimeters 

away from the UV lamp in a sealed glovebox under continuous N2 flow for 9 hours. 
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Previous procedures of UV cross-linking and acetic acid etching developed for PMMA 

block removal from PS-b-PMMA film have a much shorter UV exposure time. While the 

exposure time is enough to degrade the PMMA block for complete removal of PMMA 

with acetic acid, there is not sufficient cross-linking that has happened within the PS 

block. Figure 3.9a and b show the morphology of PS-b-PMMA films immersed in 

toluene for 1 minute after a) 5 minutes, and b) 12 hours of UV cross-linking.   

 

Figure 3.9 Morphology of PS-b-PMMA film with 1 minute immersion in toluene after a) 

5 minutes and b) 12 hours of UV cross-linking. 

As synthesized PbSe QDs are capped with oleate (OA) and dispersed in hexane. 

Capillary force assembly is used to deposit two different sizes of PbSe-OA QDs capped 

into the holes of the PS-b-PMMA films. They are identified as QD
A
 and QD

B
 with 

diameter of 5.0 ± 0.3 nm and 4.5 ± 0.3 nm respectively. Deposition was carried out with a 

QD concentration of ∼10 mg/mL in hexane with a mechanical dip-coater at a 

withdrawing speed of 1 mm/s. This condition was found to be near optimal in filling all 

the holes, with a narrow distribution in the number of QDs per hole, as shown by 
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histograms of the two surfaces in Figures 3.10a and b for QD
A
. The average number of 

QD
A
 in each cluster is 9 ± 2 and 17 ± 3 on the two surfaces, with all holes in the 

templates filled. The corresponding SEM images of QD clusters on the two surfaces are 

shown in Figure 3.10c and d, for block-copolymer nanopatterns obtained from molecular 

weight ratios of PS:PMMA = 37.5K:18K and 68K:33.5K, respectively. Each cluster is 

two-dimensional (2D), with the local arrangement of QDs in each domain near close-

packing, but not highly ordered, as shown more clearly by magnified images in Figures 

3.10c and d. The hexagonally packed QD clusters extend over macroscopic length scales 

defined by the polymer coating. Similar deposition condition was used to achieve QD
B
 

clusters using PS:PMMA = 37.5K:18K and 68K:33.5K, with an averaged cluster size of 

13 ± 2 and 19 ± 3, respectively, in accordance with the smaller diameter of QD
B
.  
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Figure 3.10 a,b) Histograms of the number of QDs within each cluster obtained from 

SEM images of QD
A
 assemblies on block-copolymer templates, with oleic 

acid as ligands (c,d). Images and data on left (a, c) are for QD assemblies on 

block-copolymer nanopatterns with molecular weight ratio of PS:PMMA = 

37.5K:18K and those on the right (b, d) with PS:PMMA = 68K:33.5K. 

Insets in c, d) show magnified views of the same images. All scale bars = 

200 nm. Reprinted with permission from ref 
[88]

. Copyright 2013, American 

Chemical Society. 

The results presented above are in stark contrast to previous attempts in 

assembling QDs into nanohole arrays formed from similar block-copolymer templates. 

Using the UV etched PS-b- PMMA template, Misner et al.
[60]

 showed that, while some 

QDs were deposited into the holes, the process was quite random, with a large percentage 

of holes unfilled and a broad distribution of QDs within the holes. The correlation 

between the topographical features and the results of capillary force assembly for 
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templates with different extends (time) of reactive oxygen ion etch was investigated. 

Complete filling of all the holes with few QDs on the matrix only occurs when the depth 

of the holes is of the order of the QDs and the relative surface area of the matrix to that of 

the holes is small. When the template is etched for too long, the boundary that forms the 

hexagonal holes in the PS matrix starts to break down, leading to the formation of 

continuous islands of QDs. A sufficiently high concentration of QDs (10 mg/mL) is also 

necessary for complete hole-filling. When more dilute solutions are used on the same 

template, the holes are only partially filled. Figure 3.11 shows the dependence of 

capillary force assembly on the aspect ratio of nanoholes on PS-b-PMMA template. 
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Figure 3.11 SEM images of PbSe QDs assembled onto block-copolymer templates 

(PS:PMMA = 37.5K:18K) with oxygen plasma etching times of (a) 0 s, (b) 

3s, (c) 7s, and (d) 9s, respectively. The inset in each image shows the cross 

sectional views of polymer film before QD assembly. All scale bars = 300 

nm. Reprinted with permission from ref 
[88]

. Copyright 2013, American 

Chemical Society. 

Previous studies
[91][92]

 using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and friction force 

microscopy have shown that exposure to UV and acetic acid leaves behind −COOH 

functional groups on the PMMA domains. Upon O2 plasma etching, the PMMA domains 

are removed while the PS matrix becomes more hydrophilic, likely terminated with 

−COOH groups
[93][94]

 that may interact favorably with QDs.
[95]

 Although the O2 plasma 

treated block copolymer template shows no contrast in terms of hydrophilicity, we find 
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little adsorption of the QDs on the PS matrix but almost exclusive adsorption into the 

nanoholes. This finding highlights the critical role of aspect ratio in localizing the QD 

within the nanoholes of the template. 

 

3.2 Fabrication of plasmonic metal nanodisks coupled with quantum dot clusters 

3.2.1 Single-layer nanodisks 

PS nanospheres with high uniformity are commercially available and have been 

extensively used in Nanosphere Lithography (NSL) as a lift-off mask. A different 

approach utilizing PS nanospheres is explored here, which uses PS nanospheres as a 

mask for reactive ion etching (RIE). Using a combination of positively and negatively 

polyelectrolyte (PE) layers, PS nanospheres can be dispersed away from each other on a 

substrate. The PE layers act as adhesion layers for the PS nanospheres, which also have 

their own surface charge based on the functional groups on the surface of nanospheres. 

This surface charge provides electrostatic repulsion between PS nanospheres to keep 

them apart, while the adhesion PE layers help to immobilize nanospheres against the 

attractive capillary force between nanospheres upon drying. By successively depositing 

metal, PS-b-PMMA, QDs, and PS nanospheres and doing argon RIE, an array of QD 

clusters coupled with metal nanodisks can be formed on area masked by PS nanospheres 

as argon RIE etch away all the materials not covered by PS nanospheres. Argon RIE is 

chosen as the plasma source because metal like gold cannot be etched away by reactive 
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ion species like oxygen plasma. Argon RIE is like a sputtering process and will etch both 

metal and the polymer films.  

 Two schemes of fabricating metal nanodisk coupled with QD clusters are 

illustrated in figure 3.12. In scheme A, Cr and Au are deposited on fused silica substrate 

first, followed by formation of QD clusters in PS-b-PMMA template and PS nanospheres. 

In scheme B, the deposition order is reversed, with QD clusters formed first, followed by 

Cr and Au. There is a layer of PMMA in each scheme deposited between QDs and metal 

layer, which controls the spacing between QDs and metal layer. The QDs in scheme A 

are not as well protected compared to the QDs in scheme B, but the deposition of metal is 

more straight forward since it is a hard substrate underneath. Deposition of metal on 

PMMA in scheme B might not result in a smooth and uniform metal surface.   
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Figure 3.12. Two schemes of fabrication QD clusters coupled with Au nanodisks. 

Scheme B is essentially the reverse order of scheme A. 

Knowing that QDs can be damaged also during argon RIE, some control 

experiments are done to confirm the feasibility of using PS nanospheres as argon RIE 

etch mask. Starting with a PS-b-PMMA template with QD clusters formed already inside 

the nanoholes, substrate is successively immersed in a series of three cationic and anionic 

polyelectrolyte solutions, poly(diallydimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA), Poly(sodium 

4-styrenesulfonate (PSS), and aluminum chlorohydrate (ACH), and the substrate is rinsed 

with DI water after deposition of each polyelectrolyte. Sub-monolayer of negatively 

charged PS nanospheres is deposited onto the polyelectrolyte layers by immersing 

substrate in dilute solutions of PS nanospheres and dried in atmosphere. It was found that 
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CdSe QDs capped with octadecylamine (ODA) lose most of fluorescence intensity after 

PE layers are deposited on top of QDs. Control experiment is done to verify that the 

CdSe QDs do not lose fluorescence after exposure to water only. This suggests that the 

polyelectrolytes might have replaced some of the ODA on CdSe QDs and have 

introduced surface states that quenched the fluorescence. When a more stable CdSe/ZnS 

core-shell QD system capped with ODA is deposited in PS-b-PMMA template and 

exposed to PE layers, the fluorescence intensity is preserved. 

To investigate the ability of PS nanospheres to protect area that is shadowed, Ar 

RIE is performed on CdSe QDs clusters formed in the PS-b-PMMA template with 200nm 

PS nanospheres as etch mask. Figure 3.13a and b show the SEM images of the sample 

before and after Ar RIE respectively. An array of PS-b-PMMA disks is formed, with 

diameter close to the original diameter of PS nanospheres. It is noteworthy that area 

closer to the center of PS nanospheres appears to be better protected. This would make 

sense in light of the Ar RIE process since the trajectory of Ar ions is not uni-directional. 

However, this means that even for area that survives the Ar RIE, there is still some 

damage done to the QDs, which will obscure the result from subsequent optical study 

from QDs that are left intact.  
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Figure 3.13 Cross-sectional view of PS nanospheres on QD clusters in PS-b-PMMA 

template a) before and b) after 2 mins of 50W Ar RIE. PS nanospheres are 

removed with scotch tape in b).  Inset in b) shows area closer to center is 

better protected after Ar RIE. 

Based on the result from the control experiments, scheme B is chosen as the 

method to fabricate Au nanodisks-coupled QD clusters. The PS-r-PMMA layer that 

provides neutral surface energy for microphase separation of PS-b-PMMA is directly 

spin-coated on fused silica. The same procedure of spin coating and thermal annealing of 

PS-r-PMMA, followed by spin-coating and thermal annealing of PS-b-PMMA, as 

described in section 3.1.2, is applied to the fused silica substrate. The same steps of UV 

cross-linking, acetic acid etching, and oxygen plasma etching produce well organized 

nanoholes in a PS matrix on fused silica. Capillary force assembly of CdSe/ZnS core 

shell QDs leads to formation of QD clusters within nanoholes of the polymer template. A 

layer of PMMA (Mn=6500) is spin-coated on top of the QD clusters with a 0.5 wt% 

solution in ethyl acetate. Ethyl acetate is used because it does not dissolve the QDs and 

therefore will not disrupt the arrangement of the QD clusters. A control experiment is 

done by spin-coating different concentrations of PMMA solutions on PS-b-PMMA 
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template containing QD clusters to correlate solution concentrations and spin speed with 

thickness of PMMA layer. The result is shown in figure 3.14. 
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Figure 3.14 SEM images showing the cross sections of PMMA layers at various 

concentrations spin coated on silicon substrate. Spin speed is 4000rpm 

unless otherwise stated. 
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A 4nm layer of chromium is evaporated on spin-coated PMMA layer using ebeam 

deposition, followed by a 25nm Au layer. The PE layers of PDDA, PSS, and ACH are 

deposited on Au layer using the same procedure mentioned earlier, followed by 

deposition of 200nm PS nanospheres on top. The sample is etched in an Oxford 

Instrument Plasma Lab 80+ ICP-RIE system. Figure 3.15a and b show the result after 2 

mins and 3 mins of 50W argon etch respectively. There is clear sign of nanodisk 

formation under the PS nanospheres, but a layer remains between the nanodisks and the 

QD clusters in PS-b-PMMA template. After 3 mins of argon etch, more of the PS 

nanospheres are etched away, but the layer above QD clusters appears to be similar in 

going from 2 mins to 3 mins of argon etch. Figure 3.15c and d show the result after 1 min 

and 3 mins of oxygen etching respectively, for a sample that has already been argon 

etched for 2 mins. Even in going from 1 min to 3 mins of O2 etching, the layer above QD 

clusters does not appear to be further etched. This is in stark contrast to the O2 etching 

result from PS-b-PMMA template since it only takes 10s at 10W to etch away most of the 

polymer. This indicates that the layer above QD clusters consists of Au/Cr. Given that 

most of Au is etched away in 2 mins but the layer looks similar with 2 mins and 3 mins of 

Ar etching, it is likely that the remaining layer is mostly Cr. A literature search confirms 

that Cr is much more resistant to Argon RIE than Au
[96]

, and a forward power of a few 

hundred watts is needed to significantly etch away Cr. 
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Figure 3.15 200nm PS nanospheres deposited on Au/Cr/PMMA/QD clusters after a) 2 

mins of 50W Ar etch, b) 3 mins of 50W Ar etch, c) 2 min of 50W Ar etch 

and 1 min of 30W O2 etch, and d) 2 mins of 50W Ar etch and 3 mins of 

30W O2 etch.  

Cr layer appears to be the reason why Ar etch cannot completely remove 

materials on area not covered by PS nanospheres. Therefore, the same fabrication steps 

are repeated without Cr deposition. The schematic of the fabrication is summarized in 

figure 3.16a. Figure 3.16b and c show the uniform QD clusters after capillary force 

assembly. Figure 3.16d and e show the cross section of the sample after deposition of PS 

nanospheres. Going from top to bottom, figure 3.16d shows the thickness of each layer: 

PS spheres, Au layer, PMMA layer, PSPMMA template, and QD clusters. The 
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nanospheres are approximately 100-200nm apart edge to edge from each other as 

observed by SEM. The area not covered by PS nanospheres is etched by argon ion using 

with 50W forward power for 4 minutes to produce an ordered array of plasmonic Au 

nanodisks on QD clusters, separated by a PMMA spacer layer. Figure 3.16f and g show 

the cross section of samples after argon etching. The residue of un-etched PS nanospheres 

is visible from the SEM images for 200nm PS spheres. Figure 3.16g shows that the area 

not covered by PS nanospheres was removed by argon etching. The Au nanodisks 

fabricated after argon etching had thickness of about 20nm and diameters of 

approximately 210nm. 
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Figure 3.16 a) Step by step fabrication of Au nanodisks covered QD clusters. b), c) SEM 

images showing QD clusters assembled inside PSPMMA template on a 

silicon substrate. d, e) from top to bottom: PS nanospheres, Au layer, 

PMMA layer, PS-b-PMMA template and QD clusters. f) Au nanodisks 

(lighter) covering QDs clusters within the PS-b-PMMA template (darker), 

separated by a spacer layer of PMMA. PS nanospheres are not completely 

etched by Argon ion. g) large area SEM image showing that QDs and 

polymer were removed on area not covered by PS nanospheres. 
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3.2.2 Double-layer nanodisks 

Fabrication with scheme B from figure 3.12 produces an array of Au nanodisks 

covering the QD clusters. It is conceptually viable to combine scheme A and B by first 

fabricating a layer of Au (without Cr) below QD clusters using the steps in scheme A and 

then follow the steps in scheme B. Here the fabrication of plasmonic double-layer 

nanodisks coupled with QD clusters is explored and presented. Starting with a piranha-

cleaned fused silica substrate, Au is evaporated using e-beam deposition on the substrate. 

E-beam deposition provides a finer control on deposition rate and more uniform 

deposition over thermal evaporation. To achieve well phase-separated PS-b-PMMA film, 

a neutral surface energy layer is needed under PS-b-PMMA film. This is typically done 

using a random copolymer of PS and PMMA monomer units (PS-r-PMMA). A thin layer 

of silicon oxide (SiO2) is deposited on Au layer in order to anchor the PS-r-PMMA layer 

with its hydroxyl termination. The SiO2 layer is deposited using plasma-enhanced 

chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). Briefly, PECVD introduces silane (SiH4) and 

nitrous oxide (N2O) gases into the deposition chamber and their chemical reaction 

happened in the plasma phase. N2O acts as the oxidant as oxygen is too aggressive as an 

oxidant for SiO2 film growth. The final composition (Si:O) of the SiO2 layer depends on 

the ratio of the gas mixture.
[97]

  A few nm thick smooth film of SiO2 is deposited at 200
o
C 

on Au. From this point on, the substrate can be treated as the starting substrate for scheme 

B and the same procedure of spin-coating and thermal annealing of PS-r-PMMA and PS-

b-PMMA produce microphase separated PMMA cylinder within a PS matrix. Figure 

3.17a shows topography of SiO2 deposited on Au. The measured root mean square (rms) 
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roughness is ~0.8nm. The resulting PS-b-PMMA template fabricated on SiO2 shows 

minor defects but overall well phase-separated nanoholes in the PS matrix. This 

demonstrates the feasibility to fabricate double-layer nanodisks coupled with QD 

clusters, with the tunability of having different metals for the two layers. 

 

 

Figure 3.17 AFM images of a) SiO2 layer on Au and b) PS-b-PMMA template on 

deposited SiO2 after UV cross-linking and acetic acid etch. 
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Chapter 4: Anomaly large red shift of Lead Selenide quantum dots due 

to polarization effect 

Reproduced with permission from  

Wolcott, A.; Doyeux, V.; Nelson, C. A.; Gearba, R.; Lei, K. W.; Yager, K. G.; Dolocan, 

A. D.; Williams, K.; Nguyen, D.; Zhu, X. Y. J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2011, 2, 795. 

Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society 

A. Wolcott designed the project. V. Doyeux conducted the absorption measurement. 

C. Nelson supplied one size of PbSe quatum dots. R. Gearba helped with the 

GIWAXS measurement. 

 

 

Within a thin film of QDs, one can in principle control the strength of QD-QD 

interaction by varying the length (thus, the inter-QD distance). Colloidal QDs are usually 

synthesized with insulating capping molecules that lead to poor inter-QD coupling in QD 

solids. Removing or replacing these insulating capping molecules with short and/or 

conjugated ones in thin film has been shown to dramatically increase electrical 

conductivity.
 
It is commonly observed that when a close-packed QD solid is formed from 

a colloidal QD solution, there is a red shift in the first exciton transition in the optical 

absorption spectra.
[27-28, 44, 98-100] 

Further red shift of the excitonic absorption peak is also 

observed as the inter-QD distance decreases due to the exchange of long capping 

molecules by shorter ones. 
[27-28, 44, 98-100] 

While there have been attempts at correlating 

such red shifts with electronic coupling strength, excitonic red shifts can also result from 

varying polarization effects (i.e., solvatochromism) due to changes in the local dielectric 
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environment
[101][102] 

and to exciton delocalization among neighboring QDs
[103]

;
 
the latter 

is better known from studies on molecular J-aggregates.
[104][105]

  

There have been a number of studies on the excitonic red shift in QD solids. 

Letherdale and Bawendi investigated CdSe QDs in solvents of different dielectric 

constants and in solid thin films; they attributed the small excitonic red shift (∼2-4 meV) 

in CdSe solids to solvatochromism based on a polarization model of a core-shell-medium 

structure.
[106]

 Most recently, Frederick and Weiss reported large optical shifts of up to 

220 meV when they exchanged oleic acid (OA) ligands with phenyldithiocarbamate; they 

attributed the red shift to delocalization of the hole wave function on the QD into the 

ligand.
[107]

  

A number of excitonic peak shift studies have focused on Pb-chalcogenide 

semiconductors, characterized by narrow band gaps, large bulk exciton Bohr radii, and 

large dielectric constants. Talapin and Murray studied thin films of PbSe QDs (8 nm) and 

showed an increase in electrical conductance by 10 orders of magnitude when they 

removed the insulating OA capping molecules by treatment with hydrazine.
[98] 

The 

drastic increase in electrical conductivity strongly suggested inter-QD electronic coupling 

for the closely contacting PbSe QDs; this conclusion was also corroborated by the 20 

meV red shift in the first exciton absorption peak upon the removal of OA. Nozik and co-

workers examined PbSe QD thin films upon a variety of chemical treatments and 

correlated increased electrical conductivity and red shift in the first exciton absorption 

peak with decreasing inter-QD distance.
[28][44] 

Williams et al. examined the optical red 

shift as a function of OA ligand removal using a hydrazine treatment in two-dimensional 
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(2D) PbSe QD films; they observed maximum optical shifts of 82 and 157 meV for 6 and 

4 nm QDs, respectively, and attributed these to inter-QD electronic coupling.
[99]

 Despite 

all of these suggestions for strong electronic coupling, the contribution of polarization 

effect to the excitonic red shift remains uncertain. 

To quantitatively investigate the contribution of polarization, a model system of 

PbSe QD thin films of 0.5-2.5 monolayer thickness is used to perform a series of ligand 

exchange reaction with various alkanedithiol capping molecules, HS-(CH2)n-SH. Inter-

QD distance in real and reciprocal space are quantified using scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) imaging and grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering 

(GIWAXS), respectively. As expected, the inter-QD distance decreases with the length of 

the capping molecules, while the magnitude of the red shift in optical absorption 

increases. A quantitative comparison of a thin film of monodispersed QDs (6.2 nm) with 

that consisting of isolated QDs (6.2 nm) embedded in a matrix of smaller ones (4.8 nm) at 

a ratio of 1:35 was carried out, and the study shows that the dominant contribution to the 

optical red shift following the exchange of OA capping molecules by ethanedithiols 

comes from polarization effects (88%), with a minority (12%) attributed to resonant 

electronic and exciton coupling. More importantly, this polarization effect is more than 

one order of magnitude larger than theoretical predictions based on the dielectric 

polarization effect for QDs in an idealized spherical quantum well model. 
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4.1 Experimental 

4.1.1Synthesis of PbSe quantum dots capped with oleic acid  

PbSe QDs capped with oleic acid was synthesized under air-free conditions using 

the hot injection method
[98][108]

. In a scaled down reaction, 2.5 g of Lead oxide, PbO , 

35.15 mL of 1-octadecene (ODE, Fluka , 95%), and 9.05 mL of oleic acid (OA) were 

added to a 150 mL 3-neck flask, connected to a Schlenk line via a refluxing column and a 

T-bore adapter. A septum and a temperature probe were attached to the other two 

openings of the 3-neck flask. In a glovebox filled with nitrogen, 21 mL of 

trioctylphosphine (TOP) was added to 1.6581 g of 99.99 % Se shot and stirred vigorously 

for 24 hours. After complete dissolution of the Se/TOP solution, 0.150 μL of diphenyl 

phosphine (DPP) was added to the stirring solution. PbO, ODE and OA were heated to 60 

°C under a N2 atmosphere and then degassed to a pressure of ∼30 mTorr for 75 minutes. 

Water was generated in the chelating of oleic acid with Pb atoms as oxygen atoms 

reacted with hydrogen atoms from OA. The temperature of the solution was raised to 295 

°C under a N2 flow and the resulting solution was optically clear and colorless. The 

solution was kept stirring by a magnetic stir bar in a steady laminar flow. The 

temperature was then lowered to 160 °C, and the Se/TOP-DPP solution was injected 

quickly using a glass syringe with low gauge needle through the septum; this resulted in 

an immediate color change to a dark solution, indicating nanoparticle nucleation and 

growth. Growth was stopped after 30 seconds by removal of the heating mantle, injection 

of 30mL of cooled octane (0 °C) and submersion of flask into an ice bath. PbSe QD 
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transfer was facilitated by a cannula to a Schlenk flask using positive pressure (N2) from 

the Schlenk line, and immediately placed into a glove box. Purification of PbSe QDs 

included precipitation, decantation and re-suspension, which all took place inside the 

glovebox. PbSe QDs solution was split between multiple glass vials. For every 15 mL of 

raw PbSe QDs, 25 mL of a precipitation solution of methanol, butanol and ethanol in a 

1:1:2 ratio was added. The precipitated solutions were centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 30 

minutes and the supernatant was discarded. Re-suspension of the QDs was done with 

anhydrous hexane and the cleaning procedure was repeated twice more. PbSe QDs were 

then dried with a stream of N2 and weighed to produce PbSe QD solution dispersed in 

hexane with known concentration. The optical absorption spectrum for PbSe QD in 

solution showed the first excitonic peak at 0.727 eV with a full width at half-maximum 

(fwhm) of 45 meV. A combination of SEM and scanning transmission electron 

microscopy (STEM) was used to determine the size distribution, which corresponds to an 

average particle diameter (D) of 5.4±0.3 nm. TEM also revealed the crystal lattice of the 

single crystal PbSe QDs. 

4.1.2 Fabrication and ligand exchange of PbSe thin film 

Oleate-capped PbSe QD thin films were prepared via a dip-coating method on 

oxide-terminated silicon waveguide surfaces. A desired QD coverage on the silicon oxide 

surface was obtained by varying the withdraw speed in the dip-coating process and 

verified the surface coverage by atomic force microscopy and SEM. To exchange the OA 

(C18) capping ligands, the QD thin film coated samples were immersed in 0.1 M 
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solutions of the corresponding alkanedithiol molecules in anhydrous acetonitrile for 1 

min, followed by acetonitrile rinsing and drying in an inert N2 environment. The 

following alkanedithiols were used in this study: octanedithiol (HS-C8H16-SH, 

abbreviated as C8), hexanedithiol (HS-C6H12-SH, or C6), pentanedithiol (HS-C5H10-SH, 

or C5), butanedithiol (HS-C4H8-SH, or C4), propanedithiol (HS-C3H6-SH, or C3), and 

(HS-C2H4-SH, or C2). As a control, complete removal of capping molecules was 

performed with hydrazine. 

4.1.3 Structural characterization of PbSe thin film using SEM and GIWAXS 

The structure of PbSe QD thin films was measured in real space by SEM and 

those in reciprocal space by GIWAXS. Figure 4.1 shows SEM images of approximately 

one monolayer (ML) coverage of PbSe QDs (5.4±0.3 nm diameter) on SiO2 substrates 

before and after ligand exchange reactions with alkanedithiols. The as-deposited QD film 

with OA capping was highly ordered in a hexagonal close packed arrangement. 

Replacing the OA capping molecules with alkanedithiols of decreasing length introduced 

more and more disorder and the breaking up of large QD islands into smaller domains. 

As expected, the inter-QD distance decreased as the length of the capping molecules 

became shorter. On the basis of autocorrelation function analysis on SEM images (figure 

4.2) corresponding to the different treatments, inter-QD distance is expressed as a 

function of capping molecule length. The inter-QD distances were also obtained from 

GIWAXS analysis at both submonolayer (∼0.5 ML) and multilayer (∼2.5 ML) coverage. 
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Figure 4.3a shows, as a function of capping molecule length, the measured inter-

QD distance (d), which is defined as the edge-to-edge nearest-neighbor distance based on 

a QD diameter of 5.4±0.3 nm. Here, the data obtained from GIWAXS analysis (0.5 and 

2.5 ML) and those from autocorrelation function analysis of SEM images (0.5 ML) were 

in good agreement. For films of OA-capped QDs, the average inter-QD distance of d 

=2.6±0.3 nm was far less than the ∼4 nm value expected from the sum of two completely 

packed OA capping layers. In contrast, the OA insulating shell on each QD is not 

believed to be close-packed, resulting in significant intercalation of the OA molecules 

between adjacent QDs. When the OA molecules were replaced by alkanedithiols, the 

inter-QD distance was consistently longer than the fully stretched molecular length in 

each case, indicating that intercalation rather than a single molecule bridge dominates. 

The solid line is a linear fit to the data and serves as guide to the eye. Optical red shifts as 

a function of capping molecule length in Figure 4.3b will be discussed later. 
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Figure 4.1 SEM images of ∼1 ML of PbSe QDs (D = 5.4±0.3 nm) on SiO2 substrates. 

The QDs are capped with the following molecules: oleic acid (C18), 

octanedithiol (C8), hexanedithiol (C6), butanedithiol (C4), propanedithiol 

(C3), and ethanedithiol (C2). 
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Figure 4.2 a) Correlation functions of submonolayer coverage PbSe QD films obtained 

from SEM images with OA (C18) and C8, C4 and C2 dithiol capping 

molecules. 
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Figure 4.3 a) Inter-QD distance (edge-to-edge) as a function of capping molecule length 

(number of-C-units) obtained from autocorrelation functions of SEM images 

(crosses, submonolayer) and GIWAXS analysis (open and solid circles for 

0.5 and 2.5 ML, respectively). The solid line is a linear fit; (b) red shifts in 

the first exciton transition with respect to the OA-capped QDs as a function 

of capping molecule length (number of –C-units) for 0.5 (open triangles) 

and 2.5 ML (solid triangles) QD coverage. The solid and dashed lines 

(scaled by x20 and x35, respectively) are simulations, as detailed below. 

 

4.2 Result and discussion 

4.2.1 Red shifts in optical absorption 

Having established the structure and inter-QD distance in the QD thin films, the 

red shift in excitonic transitions can be correlated with inter-QD distance. Figure 4.4 
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shows the attenuated total reflectance-Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) absorption 

spectra of a multilayer (∼2.5 ML) and a submonolayer (∼0.5 ML) QD film with OA and 

dithiol capping molecules. The nearly complete exchange of OA molecules by 

alkanedithiols was verified by the decreasing C-H stretch vibrational peak area with 

decreasing alkanedithiol molecular length; within experimental uncertainty, the 

integrated C-H peak area was proportional to the number of -CH2 -repeating units in each 

molecule. While the first or second exciton peak of the OA-capped QDs showed little 

change going from the solution phase in tetrachloroethylene (TCE) to the solid film, there 

was an obvious red shift as the capping molecule length became shorter. Peak position 

and fwhm were obtained by fitting the first exciton absorption peak with a Gaussian 

function. As a further control, ligand exchange reactions were also carried out with 1,2-

ethanedithiol and 1-ethanethiol in TCE solution and observed shifts of much smaller 

magnitudes. Note that there is no measurable broadening of the exciton peaks after the 

exchange reactions with the thin film samples. 
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Figure 4.4 ATR-FTIR spectra for multilayer (∼2.5 ML, upper) and submonolayer (∼0.5 

ML, lower) QD thin films with OA and various dithiol capping molecules. 

EX1 and EX2 denote the first and the second exciton transitions, 

respectively. C-H:C-H stretch vibrational transitions. 

 

Figure 4.3b shows the measured red shift in the first exciton transition as a 

function of the length of the capping molecules. Within experimental uncertainty, there 

was no significant difference between the data set for the monolayer (open triangles) and 
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that of the multilayer (solid triangles). No measurable difference was found using 

different substrate materials (SiO2 and TiO2) in the magnitudes of red shift. The dashed 

and dotted lines are theoretical predictions, as detailed later. The magnitude of the 

observed red shift in submonolayer films increased linearly from -22.3±0.1 meV for 1,8-

octanedithiol (C8) to -32.1±1 meV for 1,2-ethanedithiol (C2). Note that for the same 

ligand exchange reaction, the magnitude of excitonic red shift increases with decreasing 

QD size, as shown in figure 4.5. 
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Figures 4.5 (a) Optical absorption spectra for C18- and C2-capped QD films (∼2ML 

film) of large QDs (D = 6.2 nm) embedded in a matrix of smaller ones (D = 

4.8 nm) at a number ratio of 1:35. The first exciton peak of the large QDs 

red shifts by -21.4±0.3 meV, while that of the small QDs red shifts by -

50.5±0.5 meV. The inset shows the SEM image of the mixed QD film; the 

minority of large QDs (bright spots) are completely isolated in the matrix of 

small QDs. (b) Optical absorption spectra for a ∼2 ML film of large QDs (D 

= 6.2 nm) before (blue) and after (red) ligand exchange reaction of C18 by 

C2. The first exciton red shifts by -21.4±0.3 meV after the ligand exchange 

reaction. 

Contributions from electronic coupling, excitonic coupling (transition dipole-

transition dipole coupling), and polarization effects are all expected to increase with 
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decreasing inter-QD distance. In order to distinguish contribution from these effects, the 

optical red shift for isolated QDs was measured in a non-resonant matrix of smaller QDs.  

Figure 4.5a shows the optical absorption spectra for large QDs (D = 6.2 nm) 

embedded in a matrix of smaller ones (D = 4.8 nm) at a number ratio of 1:35 before and 

after the exchange reaction of OA by C2. Note that due to variations in QD growth time, 

the diameter of the large QDs used here is not the same as that in other figures. SEM 

imaging (inset to Figure 4.5a) of the film prepared from the cryo-evaporation procedure, 

which involves submerging sample in liquid N2 and then putting under vacuum, clearly 

shows that the minority of large QDs are completely isolated in the majority of small QD 

matrix. While the optical red shift of -50.5±0.5 meV is expected upon ligand exchange 

for the small QD matrix, it is surprising that a large red shift of -21.4±0.3 meV is also 

seen for the large QDs that are completely isolated from each other. For comparison, the 

film of the same large QDs prepared in the pure form, Figure 4.5b, shows an optical red 

shift of Δ = -24.4±0.3 meV upon the ligand exchange reaction. SEM was also used to 

examine the bimodal QD solid after the C2 treatment to ensure QD isolation, as shown in 

Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6 SEM images in sub-monolayer (upper) and multilayer (lower) region of a 

bimodal QD thin film consisting of large QDs (D = 6.2 nm) embedded in a 

matrix of smaller ones (D = 4.8 nm) at a number ratio of 1:35. The images 

were taken after the OA capping molecules were replaced by C2 dithiols. 

The bright spots in each image were the large QDs. The scale bar was 100 

nm. 
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For each large QD embedded in a matrix of smaller ones, its 1Se and 1Sh 

electronic energy levels are not in resonance with those of the smaller QDs in the matrix. 

The optical transition dipoles are also not in resonance with those of the matrix, as clearly 

shown by the large separation between the first exciton transitions of the two different 

size QDs (Figure 4.5a). Any off-resonance transition dipole-transition dipole coupling is 

weak due to the lack of oscillator strength of the smaller QDs at the transition energy of 

each larger QD. In addition, inherent disorder of the QDs in terms of size, shape, and 

transition dipole orientation also minimizes any coupling between transition dipole 

moments. Kagan et al. showed that for monodispersed CdSe QD solids, transition dipole-

transition dipole interaction was responsible for long-range resonance energy transfer and 

red shifts in fluorescence spectra, but not in optical absorption spectra.
[109][110] 

 

The observed red shift of Δ = -21.4±0.3 meV for the large QDs (D = 6.2 nm) in a 

bimodal film cannot come from inter-QD electronic or transition dipole coupling. 

Therefore this red shift must be attributed to changes in polarization effect when the C18 

ligands are replaced by C2. In view of this conclusion from the bimodal sample, the 

additional red shift of -3 meV in Figure 4.5b can be attributed to resonant electronic 

interaction and/or exciton delocalization (transition dipole-transition dipole coupling) in 

the nearly monodispersed sample (D = 6.2±0.4 nm). Thus, 88±2% (=21.4/ 24.4) of the 

total excitonic red shift (Δ = -24.4±0.3 meV) in Figure 4.5b is attributed to the 

polarization effect. The remaining 12±2% in red shift maybe attributed to inter-QD 

electronic coupling and/or transition dipole-transition dipole coupling. 
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4.2.2 Anomalously large polarization effect 

The red shift in optical absorption from the polarization effect (solvatochromism) can be 

understood as follows. Within the two-band nearly free-electron model for a QD, the 

optical gap or the first exciton transition energy is given by
[101][111]

 

 

   
     

    
      

         
      

      
        

                            

  

where   
  is the bulk transport gap,   

   (  
   ) is the kinetic energy of the electron in the 

conduction band (hole in the valence band) due to quantum confinement,      
    is the 

Coulomb attraction between the electron and the hole within the QD,   
      

     is the 

polarization stabilization energy, that is, the attraction between an electron (hole) in the 

QD and its image charge of opposite sign in the dielectric medium surrounding each QD, 

and     
    is the polarization destabilization energy, that is, the repulsion between an 

electron (hole) and the image charge of the hole (electron). The first four terms are 

related only to the QD, while the last three terms are determined by the dielectric medium 

surrounding each QD. Previous studies have shown that the total polarization correction 

to the first exciton energy is given by
[112]
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where j0(z) = sin(z)/z is the spherical Bessel function, a is the QD radius,    is the optical 

dielectric constant of the QD material,    is the vacuum permittivity, and   is the 

fundamental charge of the electron. For a QD surrounded by a dielectric shell of 

thickness b (equal to half of the inter-QD distance, d) of dielectric constant    and further 

embedded in a medium of dielectric constant   , that is, the core/shell/medium (C/S/M) 

model, the term    is given by 

 

   
     

     

                                                   

                                                         
        

 

Here    is taken to be the optical dielectric constant of the capping molecules in 

the condensed phase; when b is set to zero, this reduces to the simpler core/medium 

(C/M) model of a QD core embedded in a medium with the effective dielectric constant, 

  .
[113]

    can be calculated from the effective media approximation (EMA) assuming that 

the QD film is made of close-packed spheres, each consisting of a QD core (  ) covered 

with a capping molecular shell (  ) of thickness d/2. Either fcc close packing with space 

filling factor of f = 0.74 or random close packing with f = 0.63 can be used in calculating 

  .
[114]

 The ligand exchange of C18 capping molecules by the shorter C2 decreases b and 

increases   , leading to a different stabilization energy. The shift in the first exciton 

transition is then given by Δ = δ’ – δ, where δ and δ’ are values before and after ligand 

exchange, respectively.  
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Δ values are calculated from equations (2) & (3) using the inter-QD distances 

obtained from the fit to experiment data (solid line in Figure 4.3a) and fcc close packing 

based on the C/S/M and C/M models. The calculated optical red-shifts are compared with 

experimental results in Figure 4.3b. While both models qualitatively describe the trend in 

the optical red-shift as a function of inter-QD distance or capping molecule length, they 

fail to account for the magnitude of the optical redshifts. For example, the C/S/M model 

predicts optical redshifts that are ~35x smaller than experimental values; for the C/M 

model, the calculated values are ~20x smaller. 

The calculated red-shifts from polarization model are an order of magnitude 

smaller than the observed excitonic red-shifts. An explanation is given in terms of the 

sensitivity of the polarization stabilization energy (i.e., the last three terms in equation 1) 

to the spatial distribution of the electron or hole wavefunction. For a point charge located 

from an interface between two phases with different dielectric constants, the polarization 

energy (charge-image interaction energy) scales inversely with distance to the interface; 

for a planar interface, the scaling factor is (4z)
-1

 (z is distance to the interface).
[115]

 The 

sensitivity of the polarization energy is also reflected in the calculated Δ as a function of 

QD size, Fig. 5. For the same capping molecule-shell thickness (or bare QDs with no 

molecular shell), the magnitude of the calculated first exciton red-shift increases nearly 

exponentially with decreasing QD size. As the QD becomes smaller, the spatial 

distribution of the electron (hole) wavefunction lies closer to the interface with the 

dielectric medium, leading to a larger polarization effect. The calculated |Δ| for bare dots 

at D = 5.4 nm is 5.9 meV, which is one order of magnitude smaller than the experimental 
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value obtained for thin films of PbSe QDs (D = 5.4 nm) with hydrazine treatment. Note 

that the insensitivity of the red-shift to QD film thickness (1-3 ML) and substrate material 

(SiO2 and TiO2) suggests little influence of the substrate polarizability on the observed 

red-shifts. 

 

Figure 4.7 Red-shifts with respect to the OA capped QDs in the first exciton transition 

calculated as a function of the diameter of the QD core for C2 capped 

(dashed) and bare PbSe QDs in the C/M model. 

There are a number of possible causes for |ψ|
2 

of the electron (hole) to lie much 

closer to the QD surface than what is predicted by the spherical quantum well model. The 

first is that the actual boundary condition is much smoother than the step-like potential 

profile used in the model; in a different context, a smooth boundary condition is believed 

to be essential in explaining carrier dynamics in QDs.
[116]

 The second cause may be the 

perturbation approach in deriving eqns (2) and (3); as an example, the magnitude of the 

optical red shift reaches almost 10% of the optical band gap for PbSe with hydrazine 

treatment, casting doubts on the adequacy of the perturbation treatment. The third cause 

may result from deviation of the QD shape from the spherical model, leading to partial 
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localization of the electron (hole) wave function to one part of the QD, as seen previously 

in scanning tunneling spectroscopy measurements.
[117]

 All of these factors can lead to 

much larger polarization effects than what are predicted from the spherical quantum well 

approximation. 

In PbSe QD solid thin films, the replacement of OA ligands by shorter 

alkanedithiols molecules leads to increasing red shifts in the exciton peak position as 

ligand length and inter-QD distance decrease. A dominant contribution (∼88%) to the 

observed red shift is due to changes in polarization of the dielectric environment 

surrounding each QD, with only a minor effect (∼12%) attributed to inter-QD electronic 

and/or exciton (transition dipole-transition dipole) coupling. The observed red shifts are 

more than 1 order of magnitude larger than theoretical predictions based on the dielectric 

polarization effect for spherical QDs. The failure of the idealized spherical quantum well 

model calls for more advanced theories in treating the QD polarization problem. 
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Chapter 5: Template assembly of quantum dot molecules 

Reproduced with permission from  

Lei, K. W.; West, T.; Zhu, X.-Y. J. Phys. Chem. B 2013, 117, 4582. 

Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society 

T. West helped with fabricating the PbSe QD molecule samples. 

 

The magic of chemistry lies in the myriad possibility of achieving new and 

controlled physical properties from the assembly of a relatively small number of building 

blocks, i.e., atoms. This fundamental principle is now being explored in nanomaterials 

research. Semiconductor nanocrystals or quantum dots (QDs) have been referred to as 

artificial atoms because of their discrete energy levels near the band edges. An exciting 

prospect is to assemble them into artificial molecules
[49]

 to achieve new and controlled 

electronic structures and charge/energy transfer dynamics for a wide range of 

applications, e.g., electronics and optoelectronics. Alivisatos and coworkers
[50][51]

 and 

Buck et al.
[52]

 have attempted the direct synthesis of QD molecules based on bonding of 

QDs with inorganic interconnections. A more general approach is to assemble artificial 

molecules from colloidal QDs. A number of studies reported the assembly of colloidal 

QDs into close packed QD films or superlattices.
[45-47]

 To increase inter-QD electronic 

interaction, one can remove or replace the long and insulating capping molecules by 

shorter or conjugated ones,
[27,44, 98]

 but this approach leads to QD solids or clusters with 

random size distributions. For clusters of colloidal QDs to behave as artificial molecules, 
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there must be not only inter-QD electronic interaction, but also well-defined and 

controlled size distribution. 

In this study geometric templates and capillary force assembly is used to achieve 

large-scale synthesis of colloidal QD molecules. This assembly strategy is based on the 

presence of capillary force acting on nanoparticles when the solvent front of the colloidal 

solution is dragged across a surface with defined topographic features to provide 

geometrical confinement.
[86]

 Capillary force assembly has been used to assemble 

polystyrene spheres, gold nanoparticles, and gold nanorods onto templates with array of 

trenches and holes,
[84-85, 87, 118]

 but the sizes of particles demonstrated so far have been 

larger than the sizes of semiconductor QDs (≤ 10 nm) and forming ordered assemblies of 

sub-10 nm particles has been shown to be difficult.
[54]

 To overcome this difficulty and 

achieve large-scale assembly of artificial molecules from QDs with diameter < 10 nm, we 

use block-copolymer templates and control the surface topographical features (heights) to 

the scale of the diameter of QDs. We find the latter to be essential to the successfully 

assembly of sub-10 nm QDs.  

5.1 Experimental 

5.1.1 Synthesis of PbSe capped with oleate 

The protocol used to synthesize the PbSe quantum dots with oleate (OA) capping 

ligands is detailed in section 4.1.1. All chemicals and solvents were used as purchased 

without further purification unless otherwise stated. The general synthetic route followed 

the hot-injection method performed in a standard Schlenk line setup under N2 flow. 
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Monodispersed QDs with diameter around 5 nm and the first exciton absorption peak at 

768.5 ± 1 meV in tetrachloroethylene (TCE) solution were characterized on a Hitachi 

S5500 scanning electron microscope (SEM) in scanning-transmission electron 

microscopy (STEM) mode and a Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR spectrometer. Fig. 1 shows 

STEM image and absorption spectrum of PbSe-OA (dia. 5.0 ± 0.3 nm)  in TCE. 

5.1.2 Fabrication of polymer template 

All polymer samples were purchased from Polymer Source (Montreal, Canada). 

Three polymers were used: two poly (styrene-b-methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) 

block-copolymers, with number averaged molecular weight of 68000(PS)/33500(PMMA) 

and 37500(PS)/18000(PMMA), and a random copolymer, poly (styrene-co-methyl 

methacrylate) with hydroxyl termination (PS-r-PMMA) and 62 mole % PS content. A 1 

wt % solution of PS-r-PMMA in toluene was spin-coated on a clean silicon substrate 

(500 µm thick p-type silicon substrate) to obtain neutral surface energy. The PS-r-PMMA 

film was thermally annealed in a vacuum oven at 180 
o
C for 72h and then rinsed with 

toluene. For the block-copolymer coating, a 1wt% solution of PSMMA in toluene was 

spin-coated on the PS-r-PMMA layer and thermally annealed in a vacuum oven at 180 
o
C 

for 24h. The morphology of annealed film was studied by atomic force microscope 

(AFM) in tapping mode. The AFM tip used was purchased from AppNano (Santa Clara, 

CA) with resonance frequency between 47-76 kHz. After thermal annealing, the PS-b-

PMMA sample was exposed to 254 nm UV light for 9h to cross-link the styrene within 

the PS block and to degrade the PMMA block. The sample was rinsed with glacial acetic 
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acid and 18 MΩ ultrapure water to remove the PMMA domains, leaving the PS matrix on 

the substrate. To achieve a PS film thickness suitable for the assembly of QDs into small 

clusters, the acid etched SMMA film was etched by O2 plasma in an Oxford Instruments 

Plasma Lab 80+ system (Oxford Instruments, UK) at 10 W RF power to remove part of 

the PS matrix and the PS-r-PMMA layer.  

5.1.3 Assembly of QD clusters and ligand exchanges 

The PbSe QDs were assembled inside a glovebox by dipping the polymer 

template into a 10 mg/mL hexane solution of PbSe QDs with a mechanical dip-coater and 

withdrawing at a speed of 1mm/s. The as-synthesized PbSe QDs have oleic acid as their 

capping ligands. Chemical treatment with 1,2-ethanedithiol (95%, Acros Organics) was 

performed by dipping the polymer template with assembled QD clusters in a 1M solution 

of 1,2-ethanedithiol in acetonitrile. The chemicals were used as received without further 

purification. The polymer template was then dipped in pure acetonitrile for 1 minute to 

wash away residual ligand molecules.  

5.1.4 Absorption spectroscopy 

We obtained the absorption spectra of assembled PbSe QDs clusters capped with 

OA or EDT using attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) 

spectroscopy. Specifically, crystalline silicon ATR waveguides were cut and polished to 

the shape of a parallelogram with a 45° bevel on both ends (32 mm x 10 mm x 1 mm). 

After template formation and QD assembly, we carried out ATR-FTIR spectroscopy 
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measurements inside a glovebox using a Nicolet 6700 FTIR-NIR spectrometer equipped 

with a Mercury-Cadmium-Telluride detector. 

5.2 Result and discussion 

Oleic acid capped PbSe of two different sizes are assembled into QD molecules 

with two PS-b-PMMA templates made from PS:PMMA = 68K:33.5K and PS:PMMA = 

37.5K:18K polymer ratio. The larger PbSe QD with lower 1
st
 exciton energy is 

abbreviated as QD
A
 and the smaller PbSe QD is abbreviated as QD

B
. For QD

A
, the 

average number of QDs per molecule is 9 (QD
A

9) for PS:PMMA = 37.5K:18K  and 17 

(QD
A

17) for PS:PMMA = 68K:33.5K. For QD
B
, the average number of QDs per molecule 

is 13 (QD
B

13) for PS:PMMA = 37.5K:18K  and 19 (QD
B

19) for PS:PMMA = 68K:33.5K. 

 Having established the assembly of QD molecules, the next step is to study their 

properties. For clusters of QDs to behave like artificial molecules, there needs to be inter-

QD electronic interaction. The as-synthesized PbSe QDs are capped with oleic acid 

molecules that prevent inter-QD electronic interactions. Enhanced electronic coupling 

between QDs are expected when the long and insulating OA molecules are replaced with 

much shorter ones, such as 1,2-ethanedithiol (EDT) used in this experiment. Indeed, such 

a ligand replacement process is known to result in much increased electric conductivity in 

thin films of PbSe QD solids, as well as significant red-shift in the first exciton 

peak.
[44][27]

 Figures 5.1a & 5.1b show SEM images of the QD assemblies after the OA 

ligands have been replaced by EDT molecules in the ligand exchange reaction. The 
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hexagonally arranged QD clusters remain intact, with inter-QD distance within each 

cluster slightly decreased,
[119]

 as also evident in the lower image resolution.  

 

Figure 5.1 a) SEM images of PbSe QDs assembled in template with a) PS:PMMA = 

37.5K:18K and b) PS:PMMA = 68K:33.5K polymer ratio after ligand 

exchange with EDT. 

The bottom spectra in Fig. 5.2a show absorption spectra of a monolayer PbSe QD 

thin film before (blue) and after (red) the ligand exchange reaction (from OA to EDT). 

The first exciton peak is shifted by -31.6 ± 1 meV (from 764.0 ± 1 meV) following the 

ligand exchange reaction. While the red-shift is attributed entirely to enhanced inter-QD 

electronic coupling in an earlier study,
[99]

 recently it was found that, in addition to inter-

QD electronic coupling, a major contribution to the red-shift may come from an 

anomalously large polarization of the dielectric environment surrounding each QD.
[119]

  

To explore the difference in electronic properties between a QD film and QD 

molecules, the excitonic red-shift in monolayer thin film is compared to those in the QD 

clusters of the two different size distributions (QD
A

9 & QD
A

17) on the two block-

copolymer templates. For clusters of OA capped QD
A
s, the first exciton peak is at 769.0 
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± 1 meV, independent of cluster size. The slight blue-shift of the first exciton peak in OA 

capped clusters, as compared to that in the monolayer film, could be explained by the 

decrease in polarization of the dielectric environment in the former. For both QD
A

9 & 

QD
A

17, exchanging OA with EDT results in red-shifts of 40.0 ± 1 meV. The same ligand 

exchange from OA to EDT was carried out with QD
B
 to probe how the increased extent 

of quantum confinement affects the optical red-shift. As shown in figure 5.2b, a film of 

QD
B
 red shifted more than a film of QD

A
, from 32 ± 1 meV to 40 ± 1 meV. This is in 

agreement with a previous study
[119]

 that smaller QDs give a larger red shift. The same 

trend of larger red shift with clusters comparing to films is also observed with QD
B

13 and 

QD
B

19. Within experiment uncertainty, there is not a significant difference in the red shift 

between the two cluster sizes for QD
A
 (9 ± 2 and 17 ± 3) and QD

B
 (13 ± 2 and 19 ± 3). 

However, comparison with the two different sizes of QDs confirms that there is a 

significant enhancement in red shift for clusters of smaller QDs. Note that replacement of 

OA ligands by EDT also leads consistently to a slight decrease in the width of the first 

exciton absorption peak, from 32 ± 1 meV to 30 ± 1 meV. This decrease in peak width is 

not understood and deserves further investigation. 
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Figure 5.2 a) Absorption spectra of three PbSe QD
A
 samples: monolayer film (bottom), 

QD clusters with average sizes of 17±3 (middle) and 9±2 (top) with OA 

(blue) and EDT capping (red) molecules. The ligand exchange reaction 

(from OA to EDT) is characterized by a decrease in the absorbance of the C-

H stretch vibrational peak and a red-shift in the first exciton transition. The 

three sets of spectra are scaled and shifted for clarity. b) The corresponding 

film and cluster samples for QD
B
. 
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To investigate the dependence of this excitonic red shift on the coupling between 

neighboring QDs, a series of ligand exchange was done with QD
A
 and QD

B
 films and 

clusters as a function of inter-QD spacing. In addition to 1,2-ethanedithiol (EDT), we also 

use 1,4-butanedithiol (BDT) and 1,8-octanedithiol (ODT) to replace the oleic acid 

capping ligands. Using capping molecules with different lengths allows the control of 

inter-QD spacing.
[119]

 Figure 5.3 summarizes the result, with each ligand represented by 

the respective number of carbon atoms between the thiol groups. The red shifts upon 

ligand exchange are consistently larger for the clusters (QD
A

9, QD
A

17, QD
B

13, QD
B

19) 

than for the respective 2D films (QD
A

oo and QD
B

oo). Moreover, a comparison of QD
B
 

with QD
A
 shows larger red-shifts for smaller QDs with stronger quantum confinement. 

 

Figure 5.3 Redshifts in the first exciton transition as a function of the capping ligand 

length (in number of C atoms in the linking molecules). Blue and red 

symbols are for PbSe QDs with diameters of 5.0 nm and 4.5 nm, 

respectively. 
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Although the number of interacting particles in clusters containing a few to a few 

tens of QDs is expected to be much smaller than that in a monolayer film, the magnitude 

of the red-shift is actually 20% larger than that in the monolayer. The larger red-shift may 

be attributed to the shorter inter-QD distance following the ligand exchange reaction 

(from OA to EDT) in a cluster (QD9 or QD17) than that in a monolayer film, due to the 

presence of geometric frustration in the later. In a solid thin film consisting of a large 

number of interacting QDs, decreasing the inter-QD distance by exchanging long ligand 

molecules with shorter ones will inevitably build up strain, which counters the chemical 

bonding force that is bringing the QDs closer. The presence of strain build up is evident 

by the large number of cracks observed in the QD film following exchange reaction.
[119]

 

In contrast, this kind of strain is absent for a small QD cluster, thus allowing the inter-QD 

distance to decrease to the optimal value determined by chemical bonding (between the 

bi-functional EDT molecule and QD surfaces) and van der Waals interactions.  

As mentioned earlier, the excitonic red-shift in PbSe QDs upon ligand exchange 

can be attributed to a local electronic effect, including enhanced inter-QD electronic 

interaction and an anomalously large polarization effect, which may result from the 

spatial localization of the exciton wavefunction to a part of the real nanocrystal, making it 

very sensitive to changes in local dielectric environment. Such a local 

electronic/polarization effect argues for the molecular characteristics of the QD clusters. 

This argument is supported by previous measurements as there was little excitonic red-

shift upon ligand exchange reaction for isolated QDs (i.e., QD1).
[99]

 This result, along 

with findings on 2D QD clusters presented here, draws attention to such critical question: 
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what is the size limit of quantum dot molecules where such localized 

electronic/polarization effects are present? To answer this question experimentally, it is 

necessary to reduce the size of QDn to, e.g., QD2, QD3, etc. There are significant 

experimental challenges in doing so because of the limitations of the block-copolymer 

approach in generating high quality patterns of much smaller cylinder sizes than those 

presented in this experiment. In addition, capillary force assembly becomes increasingly 

difficult as the size of the nano-wells decreases.
[54]

  

The large-scale 2D assembly of artificial molecules with controlled sizes from 5 

nm PbSe QDs is realized using capillary force assembly in nanoscale templates formed 

from block-copolymer patterns. A crucial factor in successful assembly is a low aspect 

ratio (depth to diameter) of the nano holes on the templates, with the depth comparable to 

the size of the QDs. The method developed here using capillary force assembly is 

generally applicable to nanoparticles with different sizes and shapes. Optical absorption 

spectra of the QD clusters with the short EDT capping molecules reveal enhanced and 

local inter-QD electronic interaction. 
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Chapter 6: Plasmonic enhancement of Fӧrster Resonance Energy 

transfer (FRET) from plasmonic nanodisks 

 

Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), the collective oscillation of free 

electrons from noble metal nanoparticles, is finding applications in a wide range of fields, 

from biosensing to solar energy conversion. LSPR has enabled single-molecule level 

detection through techniques such as surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS).
[120]

 

The presence of LSPR concentrates electromagnetic field to a length scale much smaller 

than the diffraction limit, thus allowing the transport and manipulation of electromagnetic 

fields at the nanometer scale, e.g., in devices like plasmonic nanolasers 
[121-123]

 and white 

light emitting nanoantennas.
[124]

 In these applications, LSPR is coupled with a light 

emitter and non-radiative energy transfer (NRET) can occur between the emitter and 

LSPR. Another strongly distance-dependent energy transfer mechanism is Fӧrster 

resonance energy transfer (FRET) between two quantum emitters. FRET is also a non-

radiative energy transfer mechanism based on the dipole-dipole coupling between a 

FRET donor and an acceptor and FRET rate has 1/d
6
 distance (d) dependence.  FRET has 

found applications in light harvesting and emitting systems,
[125][126]

 and the strong 

distance dependence of FRET is utilized in biological to develop nano-scale rulers.
[127]

 If 

the strongly distance-dependent plasmonic effect on emitters and intrinsic FRET between 

donor and acceptor can be combined in a synergistic way, it can enable new ways of 

enhancing and transporting electromagnetic radiation on the nano scale. To explore this 

possibility, the coupling of FRET between donor and acceptor to LSPR is investigated 
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with a model system obtained from template assisted assembly and nanosphere 

lithography. 

Because of the strong distance dependence of both plasmonic effect and FRET, a 

major barrier to a reproducible and systematic study is fabricating a highly controllable 

system with well-defined and uniform separation between different components, down to 

a few nanometers or less. Previous studies
[64,66, 68]

 on the subject of plasmonic effects on 

FRET have largely depended on layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly to successively deposit 

monolayers of metal nanoparticles as the plasmonic nanostructure and quantum dots 

(QDs) as FRET donors and acceptors. However, there is often a lack of clear structural 

characterization and it is not clear about the degree of homogeneity and order within each 

monolayer and at the interfaces of different layers. In order to accurately correlate 

experimental measurements with structural parameters of the LSPR-FRET system, a well 

controlled and well characterized sample is essential. To meet this challenge, a process is 

developed to fabricate highly ordered LSPR-FRET hybrid structure consisting of an array 

of Au nanodisks and a single layer of CdSe quantum dots (QDs) as donors and acceptors, 

separated by a thin layer of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). Each step of the 

fabrication is characterized using cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in 

order to correctly interpret experimental results from photoluminescence intensity and 

lifetime based on observed structure. 
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6.1 Experimental 

The fabrication process of Au nanodisks on CdSe QDs with PMMA separation 

layer is summarized in figure 3.16 in section 3.2.1 and the experimental details is 

included below. 

6.1.1 Fabrication of CdSe QD clusters using polymer template on fused silica substrate  

A 1 wt % solution of PS-r-PMMA with 62 mole % PS content in toluene was 

spin-coated at 4000 rpm on a piranha-cleaned fused silica substrate (500 µm thickness). 

The substrate was thermally annealed in vacuum at 180 
o
C for 72 h. The PS-r-PMMA 

coated fused silica substrate was subsequently rinsed with toluene to remove excess PS-r-

PMMA. To prepare the ordered nano-template, a 1 wt % solution of PS-b-PMMA block-

copolymer in toluene, with number averaged molecular weight (Mn) of 68000(PS)/33500 

(PMMA), was spin-coated onto the PS-r-PMMA covered fused silica substrate and 

annealed at 180 
o
C for 24 h to prepare a hexagonally ordered array of PMMA cylinders in 

the PS matrix (~20 nm cylinder diameter and ~40 nm inter-cylinder separation). To 

remove the PMMA block, the block copolymer film was exposed to 254 nm UV light (~8 

watts) from a Spectroline UV lamp (Westbury, NY) for 7.5 h and was rinsed with glacial 

acetic acid and then DI water. The polymer film was further etched to form the nanohole 

array by oxygen plasma using an RF power of 10 W for 8 s to achieve the optimal depth 

to diameter ratio (~1:3) of holes for capillary assembly of QD clusters. The morphology 

of polymer template was characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM).  
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To assemble QD clusters on the polymer template, polymer template was dipped 

into a hexane solution of CdSe QDs using a mechanical dip-coater. Two sizes of 

CdSe/ZnS core shell quantum dots (CdSe/ZnS QDs) capped with octadecyl amine (ODA) 

ligands were purchased from NN-Labs (Fayetteville, AR), with 1
st
 exciton absorption 

peaks at 540 nm (QD540) and 620 nm (QD620), respectively. The withdrawal speed was 

1 mm/s and the concentration of QDs solutions was 5 mg/mL for both QD540 and 

QD620. The QD cluster assemblies were characterized using scanning electron 

microscope (SEM). The size of the QD clusters was controlled by the diameter of holes 

and was fairly uniform (9 ± 1 QD/cluster).  

6.1.2 Fabrication of LSPR-FRET nanostructures  

After QDs clusters were formed within the holes on the template, solutions of 

PMMA in ethyl acetate with various concentrations (0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5%,) was spin-coated 

at 4000 rpm to create a spacer layer with controlled thickness, in the range of 8 nm-20 

nm. On top of the PMMA spacer layer, a thin film of gold (Au) was evaporated using an 

e-beam evaporator. To form an array of Au nanodisks, polystyrene (PS) nanospheres 

were used as a dry etch mask. The polymer template filled with CdSe QD clusters was 

successively immersed in three cationic and anionic polyelectrolyte solutions, 

poly(diallydimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA), Poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate 

(PSS), and aluminum chlorohydrate (ACH). The sample was rinsed with DI water after 

deposition of each polyelectrolyte. A sub-monolayer of negatively charged PS 

nanospheres (80 nm or 200 nm diameter) were deposited onto the polyelectrolyte coated 
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surface by immersing the sample in dilute solutions of PS nanospheres and then dried in 

the ambient. The areas not covered by PS nanospheres were etched by argon ions in a 

plasma etcher (Oxford Instruments Plasma Lab 80+ system) with 50 W RF power for 4 

minutes to produce an ordered array of plasmonic Au nanodisks on QD clusters, 

separated by a PMMA spacer layer. The Au nanodisks fabricated after argon etching had 

thickness of about 20 nm and diameters of 212 ± 13 nm and 61 ± 3 nm for 200 nm and 80 

nm PS spheres, respectively. 

6.1.3 LSPR optical scattering and steady state photoluminescence measurement 

The localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of Au nanodisks was measured 

using white light with an optical microscope in bright field. The microscope was 

equipped with a monochromator and a spectrograph (Princeton Instruments, Acton). Au 

nanodisks on fused silica were formed by evaporating Au film on fused silica, followed 

by the same process of PS nanospheres deposition and argon ion etching. Background 

intensity (Io) was obtained from the blank region of fused silica not covered by plasmonic 

nanodisks. White light from a xenon lamp passing through a bright field condenser and a 

20X objective was absorbed or scattered by Au nanodisks and the transmitted light 

intensity (I) at each wavelength was recorded on the spectrometer. The extinction spectra 

was calculated from the equation I(λ)=Io(λ)e
-ε(λ)x

, and are plotted as ε versus λ, where ε is 

the extinction coefficient, λ is wavelength of incident light, and x is the fixed length of 

sample. 
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Steady state photoluminescence of all QD samples were collected using the same 

optical microscope. QDs were excited at around 400 nm using a 400±10 nm bandpass 

filter and a xenon lamp. Emission from QD passed through a 450 nm longpass filter 

before entering the monochromator and spectrograph. 

6.1.4 Time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) 

Time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) measurement was carried out 

with a Fluorolog3 (Horiba, Japan) fluorimeter. PL lifetime was collected at emission 

maxima of QD620 (636 nm) and QD540 (558 nm) using a NanoLED laser diode, 

emitting at 402 nm with a pulse width of ~300 ps and repetition rate of 1 MHz. PL decay 

curves were de-convoluted from the instrument response function (IRF) and fitted with a 

3-exponential decay using the manufacturer supplied decay analysis software, DAS6. 

6.2 Result and discussion 

6.2.1 Surface plasmon peak of Au nanodisks 

The Au nanodisks fabricated after argon etching had diameters of 212 ± 13 nm 

and 61 ± 3 nm for 200 nm and 80 nm PS spheres respectively. Figure 6.1a shows the 

extinction spectra of 61 ± 3 nm (lighter red) and 212 ± 13 nm (darker red) diameter Au 

nanodisks. The surface plasmon peaks are broad from Au nanodisks of both sizes. The 

peak positions are at ~640 nm and ≥ 710 nm, for Au nano-disks with diameters of 61 nm 

and 212 nm, respectively; these peak positions are comparable to values reported in a 

similar study.
[10]
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Figure 6.1 a) Scattering spectra of Au nanodisks made by 80 nm (lighter red) PS spheres 

and 200 nm (darker red) PS nanosphere masks. b) Absorption (solid) and 

emission (dotted) spectra of the two sizes of CdSe/ZnS QDs, QD540 (green) 

and QD620 (red) used in fabricating QD clusters. Black dotted curve is the 

emission spectra of QD1:3 the 1:3 ratio mixture of QD540 to QD620, 

measured in solution. 

While the wavelength of the surface plasmon peak decreases as the diameter of 

the Au nanodisk decreases, there is a limitation as to how far the surface plasmon peak of 

Au nanodisks can blue shift just by changing the diameter. It becomes an issue to 

fabricate Au disks with diameters smaller than 61 nm since it is more difficult to achieve 

a well-dispersed layer of PS nanospheres and the spheres would be etched away more 
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quickly as the size of the PS spheres decreases. Another noble metal like Ag would be 

required to move the plasmon peak to lower wavelength.
[128]

 

6.2.2 LSPR coupled FRET nanostructures 

A structurally well-controlled and tunable LSPR-FRET nanostructure provides 

the platform to study systematically how the position of surface plasmon peak affects 

energy transfer between plasmonic nanodisks and QDs given a defined separation 

distance. QD donor and acceptor are chosen based on the criteria that there needs to be 

strong overlap between the donor emission and acceptor absorption for efficient energy 

transfer. The donor and acceptor emission peaks also need to be clearly resolved for an 

accurate comparison of the emission peak area ratio. For this study, three sets of QD 

samples coupled with plasmonic nanodisks were examined. They consisted of having 

only QD540, only QD620, and a 1:3 ratio (by mass) mixed sample of QD540:QD620 

(QD1:3) within the holes of PS-b-PMMA template. Figure 6.1b shows the absorption and 

PL spectra of QD540 (green curves) and QD620 (red curves) in solution, as well as the 

PL spectrum of QD1:3 in solution (black curve). As shown in figure 6.1, the surface 

plasmon peak from 212 nm Au nanodisks is at longer wavelength compared to the 

emission peak of the acceptor. The surface plasmon peak from 61 nm Au nanodisks is 

blue shifted by approximately 60 nm comparing with the 212 nm Au nanodisks, and it 

overlaps well with emission peak of acceptor. The stronger overlap with the emission of 

the donor and acceptor from 61 nm Au nanodisks is expected to lead to greater plasmonic 

coupling to the FRET process as well as to individual donors and acceptors. 
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6.2.3 Dependence of LSPR coupled FRET on spectral overlap 

Figure 6.2a shows the steady state PL spectra of QD1:3 without Au nanodisks, 

with 61 nm Au nanodisk, and with 212 nm Au nanodisks. All the spectra in figure 6.2a 

are normalized with respect to the donor peak so that the peak ratio between different 

samples can be compared by looking at the acceptor peak height. The two donor and 

acceptor peaks are fitted with an exponential modified Gaussian function to take into 

account the extra shoulder found in the lower energy side of the emission peak using Igor 

Pro, and the peak area ratio is calculated based on the fitted area of each peak. Peak ratio 

for QD1:3 in solution (dotted black curve) is 3.2 and for QD1:3 clusters in film (solid black 

curve) is 6.2. The peak ratio is distinctly higher for the samples with Au nanodisks than 

the sample without Au nanodisks. Among the Au nanodisks samples, 61 nm Au 

nanodisks (peak ratio = 11.2) shows a stronger enhancement of the acceptor emission 

than 212 nm Au nanodisk (peak ratio = 8.3).  

Based on the known plasmonic effects of emission enhancement,
[8]

 the increase in 

acceptor emission intensity can come from both intrinsic field enhancements from Au 

nanodisks and surface plasmon assisted FRET between donors and acceptors. Since the 

surface plasmon peak of 61 nm Au nanodisks overlaps more with the acceptor emission 

peak than that of 212 nm Au nanodisks, and both plasmon peaks overlap much more with 

acceptor than donor emission peak, field enhancement from 61nm Au nanodisks alone 

could qualitatively produce the trend of peak ratio observed in figure 6.2a. Another 

possible mechanism at work to explain the order of increase in peak ratio is the 

enhancement of FRET from donors to acceptors by Au nanodisks. As seen in figure 6.1, 
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the broad surface plasmon peak of 61 nm Au nanodisks has good spectral overlap with 

both donor and acceptor emission and therefore could play the role of assisting energy 

transfer between donors and acceptors. Time resolved PL measurement can provide 

further understanding on the nature of the plasmonic influence of Au nanodisks on QD1:3.  
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Figure 6.2 a) Steady state PL intensity of QD1:3 mixed clusters in film (solid black), 

QD1:3 mixed in solution (dotted black), 61 nm (yellow) and 212 nm (red) Au 

nanodisks. b) Steady state PL intensity of QD1:3 mixed sample without 

PMMA (black),  0.5% PMMA (blue), 1.0% PMMA (green), and 1.5% 

PMMA (red). All curves are normalized with respect to the donor emission 

peak to better visualize donor to acceptor peak ratio. 
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Figure 6.3 a) PL decay curves measured at emission maximum of QD540. Listed from 

longest to shortest lifetime: QD540 only, QD1:3 only, QD540 with 212 nm 

Au disk, QD540 with 61 nm Au disks, QD1:3 with 212 nm Au disks, and 

QD1:3 with 61 nm Au disks. Inset shows the first 10 ns of the decay curves. 

b) PL decay curves showing the influence on donor lifetime from surface 

plasmon of 212 nm Au disks only (purple) and surface plasmon with 

acceptor (gray). c)  PL decay curves showing the influence on donor lifetime 

from surface plasmon of 61 nm Au nanodisks only (blue) and surface 

plasmon with acceptor (black). 
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Figure 6.3a shows the decay curves collected at donor emission maximum for 

samples of QD540 only, QD540 coupled with 212 nm and 61 nm Au nanodisks, as well 

as samples of QD1:3 only, and QD1:3 coupled with 212 nm and 61 nm Au nanodisks. The 

QD only samples have distinctly slower decay than the Au nanodisks samples, except for 

QD540 with 212 nm Au nanodisks, which is comparable to decay of QD1:3. This 

observation suggests that energy transfer between donors and acceptors is slower than 

energy transfer from QDs to Au nanodisks when surface plasmon and QD emission have 

good overlap. Inset from figure 6.3a shows the first 10 ns of the decay curves and 

highlights the fast component of the decay. The decay curves of QD540 (red) and QD1:3 

(yellow) are fairly similar in the first 10ns, suggesting that the more dominant process in 

the faster time scale is energy transfer from QDs to Au nanodisks. The decay curves of 

QD540 only and QD540 with 212 nm (purple) Au disks are also similar in the first 10 ns, 

while the decay curve of QD540 with 61 nm Au disks (blue) shows significant reduction 

in lifetime in the first 10 ns. This suggests that greater spectral overlap between surface 

plasmon and emission peak leads to more decrease in PL lifetime. This same relationship 

between spectral overlap and lifetime reduction is also demonstrated by QD1:3 samples 

with 212 nm (gray) and 61 nm (black) Au nanodisks. However, with QD1:3 in the 

presence of surface plasmon, the situation is more complicated since energy transfer is 

coupled between donor, acceptor and Au nanodisks.  

A comparison of the decay curves in figure 6.3b of QD540 (red), QD540 with 212 

nm Au disks (purple) and QD1:3 with 212 nm Au disks (gray) shows that surface 

plasmons can enhance FRET between donors/acceptors and can lead to significant 
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lifetime reduction apart from the intrinsic plasmonic quenching effect between Au 

nanodisks and QDs. Comparing the red and purple decay curves in figure 6.3b, the 

presence of 212 nm Au nanodisks with QD540 does not lead to significant reduction in 

donor lifetime compared with QD540 only samples. This is attributed to poor overlap 

between surface plasmons from 212 nm Au nanodisks and the emission peaks of donor. 

However, the reduction in donor lifetime becomes very significant when acceptors are 

also present with 212 nm Au nanodisks and donor, as seen in the dramatic decrease in 

lifetime of QD1:3
 
with 212 nm Au disks (gray) in figure 6.3b. This same trend is also 

observed with 61 nm Au nanodisks, as shown in figure 6.3c. The donor lifetime further 

deceases when acceptors are present, evidenced by the decay curves of QD540 with 61 

nm Au disks (blue) and QD1:3 with 61 nm Au disks (black).  

Table 6.1 shows the weighted lifetimes of QD540 with and without FRET and 

plasmonic influence from 61 nm Au nanodisks. The quenching efficiency,    , is given 

as 
[64]

  

      
   

   
 

where    and     are average lifetimes of sample with QD only and same sample with 

Au respectively. 

With just QD540, the presence of 61 nm Au nanodisks leads to a quenching 

efficiency of 0.5. The quenching efficiency is 0.7 for QD1:3 when coupled with 61 nm Au 

nanodisks. This quenching efficiency takes into account only the plasmonic effect as 

QD1:3 with 61nm Au disks sample is compared with QD1:3 only sample. This shows that 
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the presence of plasmonic nanodisks not only contributes to non-radiative energy transfer 

from QD540 to Au nanodisks, but also assists the FRET process (LSPR-FRET) between 

QD540 and QD620, leading to a higher    . Tables 6.2 shows Fӧrster resonance energy 

transfer rate (kFRET) and Fӧrster radius (Ro) calculated based on FRET model with dipole-

dipole approximation using the measured lifetimes.
[66]

 The equations used for calculating 

kFRET and Ro are: 

      
 

   

 
 

  

 

 

    
          

     

 

 

where       is Fӧrster resonance energy transfer rate,     and   are decay lifetime of 

QD1:3 and QD540 samples respectively.       and      are the Fӧrster radius, center to 

center separation between donor/acceptor and concentration of acceptor QD per unit area 

respectively. Despite having the shortest lifetime from all samples, QD1:3 with 61 nm Au 

disks sample shows smaller kFRET and Ro than QD1:3 with 212 nm Au disks. This 

observation can be explained by considering the relative contribution of intrinsic 

plasmonic effect and LSPR-FRET for QD1:3 with 212 nm Au disks and QD1:3 with 61 nm 

Au disks. Due to a better spectral overlap between surface plasmon of 61 nm Au disks 

and donor than surface plasmon of 212 nm Au disks, the intrinsic plasmonic effect is 

expected to be stronger for QD1:3 with 61 nm Au disks. This intrinsic plasmonic effect 

contributes more in quenching the PL lifetime than LSPR-FRET for QD1:3 with 61 nm 

Au disks compared to QD1:3 with 212 nm Au disks. This explanation based on the 
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relative contribution of intrinsic plasmonic effect and LSPR-FRET is also consistent with 

the steady state PL intensities shown in figure 6.2a. QD1:3 with 61 nm Au disks, having 

higher contribution from plasmonic effect than LSPR-FRET, shows a higher emission 

peak ratio than QD1:3 with 212 nm Au disks due to stronger plasmonic field 

enhancement. It is important to note that the values of kFRET and Ro calculated are based 

on a simple dipole-dipole approximation model, which may not be an accurate model for 

the system under investigation due to the coupling between surface plasmon, donor, and 

acceptor QDs. A more detailed model would be required to verify the trends observed in 

this study.   

 QD540 only QD1:3 
QD540 with 61 nm 

Au nanodisk 

QD1:3 with 61 nm 

Au nanodisks 

weighted τ (ns) 18.7 13.7 9.1 4.3 

quenching efficiency 

(QLT) 
  0.5 0.7 

Table 6.1 Weighted PL lifetimes and calculated quenching efficiency from 3-exponential 

decay fitting for QD540 (donor) under FRET and plasmonic influence from 61 

nm Au nanodisk 

 

 QD1:3 only 
QD1:3 with 61 nm 

Au nanodisks 

QD1:3 with 212 nm 

Au nanodisks 

kFRET(s
-1

) 2.0x10
7
 1.2x10

8
 1.8x10

8
 

Ro (nm) 10.2 12.3 13.9 

Table 6.2 Fӧrster resonance energy transfer rate (kFRET) and Fӧrster radius (Ro) calculated 

based on FRET model with measured lifetimes.  
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6.2.4 Dependence of LSPR coupled FRET on separation distance 

A separation dependence study of plasmonic effects on peak area ratio and 

lifetime was also conducted with tunable PMMA separation layer. Figure 6.2b shows the 

steady state PL spectra of QD1:3 samples with 61 nm Au nanodisks, with a range of 

separation distance indicated by the concentration of PMMA used as spacer layer. 

Sample without PMMA spacer layer is expected to have the smallest peak area ratio since 

quenching effect should dominate when QDs are in direct contact with Au. However, 

sample with no PMMA has the highest peak area ratio compared to other samples with 

PMMA spacer layer. A closer examination at the structure of the Au layer deposited 

without PMMA spacer reveals that it has a very different interface than Au layer 

deposited on PMMA. Figure 6.4 shows the cross section of Au film deposited directly on 

PS-b-PMMA layer. Au deposited on samples with PMMA layer adopted the shape of the 

underlying layer and the resulting Au layer is flat. However, Au deposited on PS-b-

PMMA template adopted the shape of the PS-b-PMMA template and formed a 

honeycomb like layer. The difference in structure makes the sample without PMMA 

layer not suitable to include in the separation distance dependence study with other 

samples with PMMA spacer layer, but it could explain why sample without PMMA has 

the highest peak area ratio. 
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Figure 6.4 Cross sections of 20nm Au film deposited directly on PSPMMA template 

without PMMA spacer layer. Au nanoparticles can be seen deposited within 

the holes from the PSPMMA templates. 

From figure 6.2b, the samples with PMMA show the general trend that the 

shortest separation (0.5% PMMA) leads to the highest peak area ratio. This is consistent 

with the understanding of plasmonic influence that at larger separation distance the effect 

of field enhancement would decrease. Comparison with lifetime data in figure 6.5 shows 

a consistent trend that surface plasmon coupling with QD clusters decreases with 

increasing distance. The lifetime is the shortest with 0.5% PMMA spacer layer and then 

increases with thicker PMMA layers. 
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Figure 6.5 PL decay curves of QD1:3 covered by 61 nm Au nanodisks, with 0.5% PMMA 

layer, 1.0% PMMA, and 1.5% PMMA separation layer. 

The novel fabrication technique developed in this study leads to a uniform and 

well-characterized array of QD clusters coupled with Au plasmonic nanodisks. It was 

concluded that strong spectral overlap between the plasmon peak and the donor and 

acceptor emission peaks leads to a significant enhancement in acceptor emission and 

decrease in PL lifetime of the donor, far more than enhancement in acceptor emission and 

decrease in donor lifetime resulting from FRET alone. The role of surface plasmon in 

enhancing FRET between donor and acceptor QDs was demonstrated. As a result the 

lifetime of QD1:3 is sensitive to changes to the coupling strength between surface plasmon 

and QD emission. Using the same system fabricated here, one potential application to 

utilize such coupling between surface plasmon and FRET is to construct an array of 
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lifetime-based biosensors that is sensitive to changes in dielectric constant when different 

molecules adsorb on the surface of Au nanodisks. The platform fabricated in this study 

can be adapted to study the coupling between other plasmonic structures or quantum 

emitters and assemble plasmonic/donor/acceptor units in a large array. This opens up 

many possibilities to develop more surface plasmon based applications. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion and future work 

7.1 Conclusion 

Two advances in nanofabrication are discussed in details in this dissertation. The 

first advance is developing wafer scale assembly of quantum dot clusters using 

commercially available block copolymer template, PS-b-PMMA and capillary force 

assembly. The PS-b-PMMA template is especially advantageous for assembling small 

nanoparticles (i.e. 5 nm) into small clusters. By fine-tuning the diameter to depth aspect 

ratio of the holes on template with oxygen plasma etching, a PS-b-PMMA can be tuned 

to assemble particles of different sizes and achieve complete hole filling with the proper 

particle concentration in solution and substrate withdrawal speed from solution. 

Template assembly of QDs into small clusters provides an ideal system to study 

the red shift of 1
st
 exciton absorption of PbSe QDs after the long insulating ligands on 

QD are exchanged with shorter ligands. Previous studies have centered on the ligand 

exchange of a QD film deposited on a substrate. Using a system of large PbSe QDs 

embedded in a matrix of small PbSe QDs, it is concluded that electronic coupling only 

accounts for ~12% of the red shift of 1
st
 exciton absorption. Majority of the red-shift is 

attributed to an anomaly large polarization effect. Using the PS-b-PMMA template, small 

clusters of PbSe QDs are formed within the holes of the template and a ligand exchange 

is done to investigate the degree of red-shift of PbSe QD clusters. Unexpectedly, the red-

shift is stronger for QD clusters, which is opposite of what is expected from polarization 

effects. It is established that a local effect has caused the red-shift of 1
st
 exciton 
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absorption of QD and the localized coupling between PbSe QDs is the basis to describe 

these coupled QD clusters as QD molecules. 

Building upon the system of QD molecules assembled in PS-b-PMMA template, 

Fӧrster resonance energy transfer (FRET) between QDs are studied and metal 

nanostructures are introduced to enhance interaction between QDs. Fӧrster resonance 

energy transfer (FRET) is a well known process in which excited QDs with higher 

exciton energy non-radiatively transfer that energy to QDs with lower exciton energy. 

The template assembly can generate an array of donor-acceptor clusters, and the second 

advance in fabrication is the development of a technique that creates plasmonic nanodisks 

on donor-acceptor clusters while simultaneously eliminating clusters not directly coupled 

to the nanodisks. The fabrication technique developed in this study relies on polystyrene 

(PS) nanospheres as Argon reactive ion etching mask. This fabrication of plasmonic 

nanodisks is combined with template assembly of QD clusters to create a surface 

plasmon coupled FRET system involving donor and acceptor quantum dots. The degree 

of coupling between surface plasmon with the FRET process is studied by varying the 

spectral position of the surface plasmon peak and the separation distance between 

plasmonic nanodisks and QD clusters. It is demonstrated that the PL lifetime of donor 

QD decreases dramatically when both acceptor and plasmonic nanodisk are coupled to 

donor, which is not the case when only plasmonic nanodisk or only acceptor is coupled to 

the donor. The lifetime study demonstrates the role of surface plasmon in enhancing 

energy transfer between donor-acceptor clusters, especially for donor-acceptor pair that 

does not display strong degree of FRET. 
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7.2 Future Work 

Only single layer plasmonic nanodisks are studied here but the fabrication 

technique can be easily adapted to create double layer nanodisks with different noble 

metals. More complex nanostructures can also be fabricated by using other kinds of 

etching masks (i.e. nanowires) beyond just nanospheres.  

The sensitivity of donor lifetime to the degree of coupling between surface 

plasmon and QD clusters suggests that donor lifetime can be used as a sensing response 

to the surrounding environment. Since surface plasmon peak is sensitive to the dielectric 

environment surrounding the plasmonic structure, adsorption of molecules can alter the 

surface plasmon resonance, which in turn will affect the lifetime of donor. An array of 

plasmonic nanodisks/QD clusters functionalized with bio-moieties can potentially 

become a highly sensitive and tunable bio assay for biomoleucles detection. Surface 

plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy is a well-developed technique to measure 

adsorption of molecules on a surface coupled with propagating surface plasmon from 

gold film.
[129]

 Adsorption of molecules change the refractive index at the interface and the 

change in refractive index translates to a change in the coupling between surface plasmon 

and an incident light beam. Instead of an incident light beam, the lifetime based sensing 

involves the coupling between surface plasmon and QDs, which could prove to be a 

sensitive technique for biosensing. 
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